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PREFACE

The title of this essay "The Frontier Tradition 
ooo'V indicates a circumscribed approach to the writings 
of Richard Theodore Ely and William Graham Sumner = That 
is to say that both Ely and Sumner used the tradition^ 
or hypothesis, to explain their own society's complexities 
of morality, polity and economy<> This, however, must be 
clears these intellectuals did not merely declare that 
the availability of free land created American democracy<, 
Such a notion might have been the underlying principle, 
but as a gross oversimplification it only is an abuse; and 
to the extent that it misleads, it is untrue.

The hypothesis was inextricably interwoven in the 
thought of intellectuals of the latter half of the nine
teenth centuryo Undoubtedly it failed for both Ely and 
Sumner, as well as for Turner, since it was so limited.
But insofar as the hypothesis served as the context for
- <their whole society and lives, it was extremely complex 
and variegated. To abstract the hypothesis from these 
men and their lives without having a deep understanding 
of them is like trying to understand the frontier tradi
tion without-the frontier. No generalization would 
suffice to make the tradition clear without a penetrating 
analysis of many of the thinkers of the period? as a



beginning two are probed bere*
This thesis would not have been possible had not 

Br« John Alexander Carroll taken interest In me and my 
work In history on the notice of # r « Harwood Minton*
My Interest In history was greatly stimulated by the lee- 
tures and Ideas of Hr, Jackson Wilson* I have used 
not only his Ideas but also a great deal of his time, 
energy, and patience to bring to fruition some of my own 
thoughts in this essay* My endurance In school Is exceed 
ed only by my wife's fortitude in forbearing a student” 
husband; her reassurance has sustained me* I thank Dr* 
Byrd Howe 11 Granger and Mrs * Helen Burleigh for their 
help when I needed It*
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ABSTRACT

In the last decade of the nineteenth century 
Frederick Jackson Turner called attention to the fron
tier *8 closing. His articulation was of particular 
significance for the historical profession. But the 
concept of the frontier hypothesis— generally the ratio 
of men to land— had common currency at the time, Rich
ard Theodore Ely and William Graham Summer were two 
intellectuals who used the hypothesis as a rationale

ifor the drastic change from agrarian to industrial 
society.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

American intellectuals in the latter half of the 
nineteenth ceatnry responded to the industrial revolution 
with a marked sense of displacements They were not only 
©«t of place Intel Ieetna Ily9 bat they were also displaced 
physically° Such diversely inclined men as Charles 
Sanders;Peirce*® Simon io Pattern*^ and even.Mark

.{» Charles Sanders Peirce was born into the inner circle of Boston Brahmins» Cartographer* logician and mathematician of extraordinary capabilities, Peirce lived a life of anxiety and progressive isolation* He set him*= self aside from society by his eccentric ways*.bat at the same time in his philosophy he attempted to constroct a society in which all inquiring minds would have a place* Ostracized from Boston Society, relieved at Johns Hopkins, and shunned by a. nation of busy ..people* Peirce died in oblivion* See Hugh Hawki ns * Pi oneer : A Hi story of JohnsHopkins University* .1874-1889”Tlthaca: Cornell University Press,” l96oy*. S9I-S97* for "a gl impse of Peirce's life,
2* Simon Nelson Patten was born on a homestead in BeKalb County* Illinois* He grew up on an Illinois prairie farm "which in the decades of the fifties and sixties typified in itself the botiote etas ness of nature when directed by man's intelligence," Many attributed Patten’s optimism to his "boyish observations of bursting nature *M Lacking in social graces, this awkward country boy for the most part lived by himself* He became a noted economist, but died in oblivion after being fired from the University of Pennsylvania for his pacifist, stand in WWI> The university c laimed he was re l ieved because of age * .See Dumas Malone* ed,, Dictionary of American Biography (New .York 1 Scribner's* I9347T"XI¥, 298-300*
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T w a f groped t© find a p!aee amd f©©atf@w fn tbis ' ■ '
Ewsbrs©mlt3,| Amerf ea0 eaeb san -s $ If@ there was the
•• expertenee ©f having the. r©.©ts ©f stable, relatively .
trangalI,-and reral y©ath9 ripped ap amd exposed to a

■rapidly jpdastrfa! illmej and ©©mpetltfwe society* In the 
yeath ©f these men, and In imer|ea®s ysEthp problems .had-- 
been I ©cal and r w a l  in matwre* Bat after the middle ©f 
the ©entary, s«eh men were n© laager able t© say, a s ’Henry 
©avid Thereap had, that he had. .travel led roach In Goncord*
- T© ^travel roach®, they had t® traverse a. large and varf.®= 
gated mati@m.<, In' each ©f thefr: lives, the c©®fr©ntatl©n 
©f reral and indastrlal America was acted ©at* The exper= 
lenses spawned mew Insights Into the dilemmas ©f haraaa 
beings * William Graham Bammer and 11 chard Theodore Ely 
were twe other Intelleetaais who. experienced this confront 
tati©n* They had t@ attempt to come t® an anderstandlng of 
the cataclysm ©f their time, to an awareness of the meaning 
of the clash of r«ral and Indastrlal society.o'

3 = .Saroael Langhorne ©lemens was berm ©f -quality®@n .the. frontier and.went East t© live ap t© his breeding*.In the East he found the "quality,® bat hecoaid ©mly live ap t® his western mature*/ We brought his rough western humor to the pompous Whittier dinner, of I$77 and was roundly c©n= deronedo ie was plagued by the conflict between Industrial” ism and rural ism, of “society® meeting frontier» Dark Twain died a rank pesslmlsto. For a •percept!ve study of Twain, see Bernard BeVoto* lark Twain“s America (Bostons Little* Brown 
toe.*, i @32)* " — = ". ’■ ;  " ' .
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Ely aiad Swmmer rat! ©pal I zed t foe It  experiefoee fra 

tfoe Ideas wfoiefo they dewel©ped for s©ef ety» Tfoat isg 
for tfoefr eoraceptferas ©f what ©agfot to foe9tfoey created 
systems wfoiefo protectively fooased tfoe etfofeal raotfoms 
trafoerited from tfoe pre=fradastrfa! per!©do Tfofs Is not to 
say tfoat tfoey Independently invented ideasti Botfo Ely and 
Samraer were aware of tfoe dependence ©f mental formation 
and tfoe close relationship of Ideas to tfoe enviroramemt as 
a whole* Tfoas^ In tfoefr rational IzatIora tfoey wsed tfoe 
facts of tfoe condftfonf.rag environment to offer a plan for 
society .wfoiefo. weald at ©race protect tfoemse1ves arad tfoefr 
,tfoeagfotg and at tfoe same, time enable tfoe whole society to 
cope wftfo Its problems* Ely and Samraer9 on one levelp 
were, radically .different In tfoefr. ooraeimsforas* Samner was 
an ardent sapporter of lafsser^fafre capitalism and Ely was 
semetfolng ©f a Gforlstlan socialist* Bat on a different 
level p tfoe tw© men were remarkably similar*. Tfoe Interests 
frag fact is tfoat Ely and Samier cons®teasly rested tfoefr 
tfooagfot ora tfoe frontier foypetfoesIs* Tfoey tfooagfot of Amer
ica as a. scene of man0s redemptlon9 and of tfoe frontier as 
the redeemimg mechanism* ..

In tfols faitfop Ely'and Samner restated a major, 
premise of tfoe founders of iassacfoasetts Bay* In his ship- 
board sermon on tfoe Arabel I a-tt - A iodell of ©for 1st I an Gfoar- 
ftypM dofora W.fntforopp first governor of tfoe colonyp preached
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that ”wee are entered Into a Covenant with 6od for this 
wdfkeg■wee have taken ewt a eommSsslon » = » fj^throp
thought of America as an opportunity for a new beginning, 
an opportunity which obligated the settlers to set am 
example for the worlds l?wee shall be as a Cl tty upon a 
HI 11 and the eles of the world shall be upon uso 
He cautioned the settlers that If they failed they would 
be held to strict account, both by God and by the rest of 
the world* But the covenant was strict beyond the endur=- 
ance of human nature* They failed* They failed as the 
Hebrews failed In their Canaan, and natural catastrophes 
became for them, no less than for the Hebrews, Indicative 
signs* These were translated into God's wrath by the Puri
tans, as the prophets of Israel had Interpreted pestilence

■ " sand plagues as punishment for living sinful lives*

4« John Wfnthrop, MA Modelt of Christian Charity, Written on Board© the ArrabeI la, on the Attlamtlck Ocean*By the Honorable dohn ilnthrope Esquire,** from Perry Miller and Thomas H* Johnson, eds*. The Puritans (New Yorks Harper & Row, 1965), U S *  ... ' ~~ ,
5o Ibid * * 199*
6 * Mtreea El lade, in his Cosmos and HI storys The Myth of the Eternal Return (Willard R* Trask,tr*, New Yorks Harper & Row, 1959), 103=104, considered that the sense of history began with the ancient Hebrews» The Hebrews attributed tragedies to God's wrath and hoped to avoid this in the future by propitiation* Times between tragedies were goods these would be relived In the future much as the



The sseeesssrs ©f. the first settlers were- eemeefewe-
1 y ■ p I agwed - by their heritage ©f .faU«re» That fall tire was
verified by @ed• s h©strifty9 manifested by erep'fal.lareeg
epldemlesg Indian warsp and aecldentSo .lit while eaetfgat*
lig themselves for met fulfilling the prescription of the
covenants, they still had a vast physical area open to go t@*
ranch as their•Ewrepeea ancestors had the coastal American
wilderness open to themo Like the first settlers* they
hoped to some day create and have, an EdenlCs virtuous life
In the lest» Thus the. sense* the Impulse to carry on* the
Vlb:;,;’rhefff:a g of fulfilling the destiny of the first Puritan
settlers was perpetuated by being turned westwardo Implicit
in this, was a Janus quality of mind* for on the one hand - \ ' , . ■Americans looked backward to a rigid* unlivable commitment*
and on the. other, they looked forward* with faith and even
hope* to a western future In which this commitment would

7be carried auto

5

Puritans looked nostalgically backward for something they might live in the future» It is at least .Interesting to speculate that mamls quest for a future.good life and reflection on a happy past* rose concurrently with a sense of hi storyo But such an archetypal pattern does not explain what was unique about the American ex peri enceo
7 o The irony in this Is that human beings in their insecurity of the unknown future* will go to great extremes to create* or better secure* a known future* regardless of 

how catastrophic the mature of t h e •presortptf©n« Thus* the notion that "there w f 1 1 .be wars.©r rumors of wars”,is a myth mam perpetuates on am a brfori- basts.o which .will give a secure sense regardless of the totality of insecurity In the
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Olelef araoraf interpreters of this Wests, and. the 

effeet it had @m the formation of American character wasQthe historian Frederick dackso# Tmrmero Termer articulated
■ • ; ; •' •: ■; •' • ' •• " • r : ' .
facto This is cl early related to the frontier hypothesis ii thoaghi patter 1$, for the myth ©f the frontier was that H©i3t there9 8 in space and tfme9 man woiald have freedom and fee' virtEioESo Perhaps the Idea that American peoples did have aCdmlgae gmality of freedom and virtues at least as it was established in American mlids9 obtained an inertial force from the frontier movement^ lot ft did give a sense ■ of..securityo leinhold letbuhrg the, foremost contemporary Protestant theologians and In facts an Interpreter, of the frontier hyp©thesSs9' In - his. The 'Irony df Amerf cam :lfdt©rf. • (Sew York § Seri bner8 s 9 1952 )'9 i n . an e laborate defense or America,8:S\ present mil ft ary and national - postures perpetuates the dilemmao Perhaps he Is sanctioning American nationalism on what he would have as a ‘’rat!ona.l18 baseo To Seibuhr9 America is still the ’% ! tty.upon a Si188 though the nature of the city might he changedo... ie begins his book with the a priori' statements ’’Everybody understands the obvious / meaning of the world,struggle In which we are engagedo”:It iSs of courseg between the forces of freedom (America) and the forces of. tyranny (communism) o le continuesg « ’’Though confident of Its virtues ft must, yet hold atomic bombs ready for use so as to prevent a possible world eonf lagratlouo” Ibldo, l=2o In so dotn§g tieibuhr.maln- taimss America,and Americans involve themselves in guilt because they may bring the end of humanity In defense of ’’freed©mo”' The significants but unfortunate point Is that Meibuhr assumes an absolute and innate knowledge regarding ■^freedoms.!’: not only for himself but for a 11- .Amerf cans»
* ’ ■ * * ■ "Bo Turner was born in 1861g at Portages WisconsfEg a western village which formerly was on a major French and Canadian fur trade route<> ie received his master8s degreefrom the @nl vers ity of #1 scons 1# in.l-BBSg and hi s doctoratefrom,Johns lopkims in !89©.o See D'ictl'bnAr'y of AmerTcan Bi©graphVo 62=€4o The contemporary authority o® Turner and the"TurffbPfan hypothesis is Say Al len 8111ington». See •
The Westward iovementln the ~ Onl ted States (fan lostrandg 
Mo Jo : ■ Pr IncetonT 195977" and thd" Arner Icah Frontlor (Wash= 
Ingtons Service Center .for f e acher s\ of ifsto’rys’~T95B) o For 
an extensive study of Turner8© growth as a student of his
tory see Fulmer Moods fThe Development of Frederick Jackson 
Turner as „a.. ii stor lea I ,Th i nker g ’’ Pub IT cations of the , ■
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0for Ame.rieaa hi storfans the fr©htfer hjpethesiso 9!s 

ewB y@Qth probably, had a greater role Im the development, 
of the hypothesis them any individual he read or listened to^

■ GO idĥ 'ai' 'Wdi etV of lassachosetts <> TrahsadtiOW., Yg^T^^TBostoni'pwb  ̂ Ishe^rWy^tEe Society % 19 4 3) o For fwr= thereipi feat ion of the.terms ."Front! er66 and ^fesfB ..see Walter itmde.l 1$,'; Jr»9 sSoneepts .'of the Frontier118 and the “West,* Arizona and the' West. I CSprfng9. 1959)>" 13=41*For ah'• extensiwe annotated bibl iography see Rundel 8 . “Interpretations of the Amerfoan %est<,f. Arizona: did the iesto '3. (Spring and Snmmer 196.! )9 69=8 8s .l4l^lW* •trnrner,,;s .renown1 grew after he read his “The SIgnfffcance of the Frontier ;in Ameri dan #istory9'“ Amer I'oah MI sto'ric-a I As so ci at I o n'o Ahh'nai: teldrt;for':1893 (fashingtonp .1894 ) 9 199^227° ieprinted in The Frontier''in American History (Sew fork? Fj©lt9 . • .Rineharts, I =3# ' Be we r a I ̂ historians. •.§! we. eertaf n menthe role of prime inflnenoe on the formulation of the frontier hypothesis in Timer- s Intel leetial development0 Some, are 1 Lee Benson, Tifher'"ahf 'Beard g Ameri can Rl storf cal Writi nd iecohsi'derei (.©I encoe 9 I il * g .. Free . Press p: l96©) 9 T7=2 0 g John : A*' Hawgood9 “British, Interest in the .History of iestern .Amerlcag.f8 printed .'in Probin0 ' the American ■ West„John Alexander'©arrol 1 * etiaiia eds*' . (Santa Fe r~" in seam of Sew Mexico Press9 1962)1 Fmlmer ®ood9 The Early WritIngs of ' Frd'dehfek'' ‘Jactson' Tirmer (Madisons inf vers ity o f " #  sconsino .1938)1 Charles A* Beard9 “The Frontier in American HI storyp“ The :fdw; ’Idpib iic:* 97 (FebrMary9 I939 ) 9 359=362*
. So iehry Rash Smith,' in Virgin Land g The American iestv as Symbol and Myth. (lew. York g K n o f f T n 95©)7 was . t h e ■ first to treat the idea of the.West as symbol and myth* Me m u s t : be ■ ranked wi th T o m e r  9 Wa t ter Prescott ■ Webb9 The- '©rest Pidl-hs' (lew Yorks Qinn9 1931), and Herbert E* Bolton, The Spanish:Border lands g A Chronicle ef. Old Florida' and the”"gofehWe'^1:fiy lavett g  ̂Yale ini versi ty, 1921),-as an I nWterpreter of the hypothesis * lore recent works9 following in ..the Smith school, .ares, .;Le© .lar.x,'WE-Kctoi^^fh^fBe.Qa'rd en g Techno logy and t he . Pas tor a I TdeaT~l h'. Arner f ca 'Clew Yorkg .Oxford* !964)g ..Lewiso The ;American "Adamg'Inhdcehcet: Tragedy and Tradi tion' In the Nineteenth Century • (Chicagog Ohioag©, 1.95511- Arthmr.-Ko lopre, ,Frontier Mind*A /W'l tmrai Ana lysis of the Kentnckf. Front f ersroah TLe~xIngton g university pr Kentucky, 8957) § ©harles LeRoy .. Sanford, .. The. - - Oiesf for'Paradiseg Europe and the American Moral ImaqTna^ Wion lirbanag in; vers H v *  11 M  no is. 1 ).. -
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He was a prodwet of the west» Me understood deeply the 
effect of the frontier on men, not only from his reading of 
early western journals best also from his own experience.
He saw closely the blessings and problems of the farmers«
With this background, which he loved so intensely, his 
first eastern contact with Johns Hopkins must have felt 
alien. There Turner collided with Professor Herbert Baxter 
Adams8 explanation of American history based on European 
institutions. In a very real sense Turner simply could not 
let go of his own western heritage. As an historian, Turner 
wrote of and for his west which he longed to have and to 
keep. Though his articulation of the frontier hypothesis 
was the. first for the profession, it was, he admitted, late 
in the day, for the frontier had passed. He came at the 
end, not the beginnings but his end was not simply to artic
ulate the hypothesis, it was to fulfill a nostalgia for the 
frontier.

Implicit in Turner's hypothesis was the dilemma 
characteristic of any sdcfety# - "The relationship and respon
sibility of the individual to society, and of society to 
the individual was in constant flux. In the young, dynamic 
American nation, the change was rapid. The problem of the 
Intellectual Turner was like the problem of the intellec
tuals Ely and Sumner t how to make meaningful his own 
life and thought in such a way to be valuable to both
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seof.ety aid blmseIfo Twrmer called attemticm t® two 
coiaf I!ctlFig ideals in Amer f ean bfstory» One Ideal was 
that ©f .I’lndiyfdaal freedom to compete unrestricted Iy 
for the resources of a e©ntfnent»=the squatter ideal o>®.<? 
The other was the ideal of a democracy^,s government of the 
people.,, by the people ,1 and for the peopled018̂ ' ' The two 
came. Into conflict when the frontier began to pass away, 
Turner thought» The Individual could no longer competev 
freely for the resources of the continent0 Population- 
grew,' demand increased, and the exploitation of resources 
depended, more and more, on the•corporate actions of men» 
Restriction prevailed, either In the hands of those who 
seized a resource and exploited it to the exclusion of 
al l others,; or. In the hands of. i'the people , 61 who imposed 
limitation on the individual exploiterq In either case 
indivfdual Ism I os to For Turner-, the problem became the 
survival of democracy when so much economic and social, 
power lay In the hands of so few very wealthy men0 The 
resolution was not an easy ©mey for. in these few wealthy
men he saw an Inherent good. To Turner “the good61 was. ■ ■ • . . ’ : . ■ 1 .. . * ■ . * --the creative and competitive .lad.f v.ldualIsm. which served
as a self~dSseiplfnlng forceo It also served as an

I So. Turner, “Social Forces, in American History," AmdrTcatf Hlatorrcal^RevieWo IS (January, I9-II), 224o



Imiieemeit t© prtelice and.satisfy the nations material 
needso Bats at the same tlme^ competitive !ndl>fdoaISsm 
had the effect, ef if.mi ting to a few., this same good of 
creativity and eompetjtfweiessa li am industrfaS9 as 
opposed to a^frontier society^,, a large portion of the
popialatiom straggled under stifling conditions simply to

• ■ ' - - ■ ■ ■ ' ' ' 1 ' ' ' ' 'live* let alone to develop,or to give expression to their 
creativity* To enter the competitive market against those 
already established was very dffficalto .

- The effort Turner made was.to retain both the
ideal of free competition and the ideal of.equality ef 
opportunity for. all* Bemocraey was at stakep and to saerl 
flee either ideal;was to saerifIce democracy,ftselfo The 
American democratic phenomenon was unique in the, history 
of man* The aval lab! I f ty of vast:£). free, lands provided 
this singular opportunity* Turner seemed to askj, was this 
to be a 11 i n va in,?., ; ' iThe Western wiJdSg from the Alleghenies to the Pacific^ constituted the richest free gift that was ever, spread out. before civi l I.zed man* To the peasant and the artisan of the Old WorIti9 bound by the'chains of social el assg as old as custom and as inevitable .as fate* the West, offered am exit Into a free life.and greater we.iim.being among the bounties of nature* .into . the Midst of resources that demanded manly ex= ertfong and that gave in return the chance for indefinite ascent In the scale.of.social ad= vance* To each she offered gifts after his will*



. Sewer a#a!m earn such am opportunity come to the sons of men o» » ' ■
The wary meantng of Amerlea became for Turner the pres.ef”
v.at.toh of these frontier Ideals ®.l:thIm which he had been
reared*. TurnerIs public stance was always one of eonff~
deraee in the ability of America to cope with its problem
of democracy* Bat for all his e©iffdeace9 he mast have
had a fearfa I reservatiom when he bravely allowed that
the .Westerner '*0 » * mast sacrifice his Ideal of Individ-
aallsm and free competition In order to maintain his
ideal of democracyoM^  If this statement was am apparent

' ■; . ■ . • ' - ■ ■eomtradfctfom to his desire to preserve both the ideal of 
Indlvidual.ism aid the Ideal of democracy^ ft emphasized 
the di lemma T a m e r  faced and. hfs problem In resolving ft*
ie believed that "both were essential and const!tuted■ »what was best In America-s contrfbation to history and to 
progresse" If both sides of the c.ompoand were not pre=
served the nation eoald not "falflM Its highest destiny*8*5

. . •One answer to the df lemma, was positive legislation to re= 
place free .1 amds, In the provision for democracy * Mere 
again T i m e r  had to give .ap too macho And In the end he

11o Turner, "Contributions of the West to American Democracvo" Atl antic Monthly0, !©i Cjanaary 193©) 9 9 2 o,
IS* Turner, "The West and American Ideals," The fashltfitoff historical .Quarterly  ̂ 5 (©etober 1914), £07*
13o Turner, "The'West and Amerioam Ideals," 255o



fell back cm the !mgemmoMS==amd ira 1914 a I meat atnacforon- 
!stic— -optfmistn which he claimed the fanfshed frontier 
had generated s ’’Omr anci ent hopes, ' ©ar courageous faith,' 
omr underlying good humor and lofe of fair play will tri
umph in the end» There will be give and take in a I I 
directions* There will be disinterested leadership, under

I bjg.loyalty to the best American ideals * 11

The difficulty that Sumner and Ely had in coping 
with the two ideals of individualism and commonweal was 
evident in their solutions for society* Their thought 
cannot be diforced from their youthful environment— family, 
schools, playmates, and local community* To alienate them 
from this background would be to cut them off from the 
very reasons for how and what they thought* Yet, this was 
not the whole story* Their thought was also formed by their 
American and European education, their interaction with 
each other’s schools of thought-=they had little personal 
contact— these, together with the maelstrom of American 
industrialism and current, inexorable theories of evolu
tion* Ely offered a positivist, or what was then called
an ’’historical” approach to economics, While Sumner was• ■ . 'an economic "classicist,” though he too maintained that 
his ideas were grounded in history» For all their use

14* Turner, ’’The West and American Ideals, ” 255»

12



©f slmf iar 'iiaterials9 especial ly the front!er hypothesis^ 
they rai led at each ©ther!s Ideas as If such ideas, were 
the embodiment of eyj1o Each was ridden by fear-that am 
establishedjmoral code wowld dissipate^ In so far as they 
differed.;, Sumner and Ely emphasfzed opposjte sides of 
Tnrner^s polarity of 1 mdl.fideiall liberty, .and common weal*
Like Turners Sly deemed it a national purpose t® pro.fide 
a minimum sustenance for all citizensp so that they might 
participate fluently in the common national i!fe» To Sommer 
this was anathema to ^freedom and liberty15’ of the ind.i.r.id= 
la! 9 and Simmers like Turners dreaded to haye. individual 
liberty slip away» When the state stepped In to provides 
Simmer thoughts then fnd!vfdialitys the evidence-for free^ 
dorng was shoved oato

Each man had reservatfomsj neither was willing to 
choose finally between the two sides of T i m e r  is dl lemma* 
Simmer beI Ieved that eompetitive.f nilvidial ism woild 
benefit the whole community in the long rim* And Ely 
thought that cooperative control ever, the economy would 
produce dill gents thrifty, and self-reliant indfvfdialso 
Simmeris ends were Ely’s means; Elyis ends were Sumner’s 
means» The difference was enough to create a public and 
vehement battle between, the two men and their followers*
Bits again, the basic similarity that under Say Elyi.s and - 
Simneris thinking was am attachment to the frontier: and



the Minds of talses whleh eaeii believe# the fr@Eitf.er had 
Greeted Is Amerf earn 1Ife-o"

-• The battles centered fa d@bas Eopkfns and Valeo 
At Johns Hopkins w!th Ely was Simon Seweomby a mathemat= 
fefan and astronomer who was ajs© well versed in polftlealICscfenee and eeonomfcs0 Newcomb advocated a "’mathemat" —fcali8 approach to ecoiomfcSj, btat he was; adamant In hfs b.e»* " • v ‘lief- in I'd!Sser fefre'o. In this.3 he was close In thought to ■

I  g  - <■' ■Sumner at Yale* When Newcomb thought lafsser; faTre was 
threatened* he counter-attacked forcefully= Furthermore^ 
with his advocacy of absolute free1enterprise^ he was 
aligned with -powerfa8 :private interests* '.which put him in . 
a pivotal political position<=: Ely even feared for his job
at Johns Nopkins because of the vigor of Newcombes attack 
against hiiDo @ne event which conditioned Ely's insecurity 
was his belief that ".Sumner, had "nagged ^Francis Walker 
ihtl'l he got'hfs out of Yale»88 ■ ̂  Ely identified Newcomb
with Sumner3 and'feared that Newcomb might nag him at 
Bopkins* as Sumner had done to Walker0 Walker taught.'mt the

15c For an account of this dispute see Bawki08$, Fi:lheern 179=-184» See also Joseph Borfmang Thorstelh Yebl'eh and Mis Amerfeao (New Yorks Viking, I934jg @4-65p
ISo Joseph iorfmang The Economic 'iind fn American 0i VI tl tatidi* VISlB- If IS (Three Volumes* lew York s Viking*

I f # ] *  i n ,  ^  .
I To Bawki ns* ..Fldneer n 180 * ' For ..ah account of Walker is academic career see iorfmanc .Economic iind0 10l = ll®o

14
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Yale gra,<5aate sell©© I after a I ©mg amd .fm.ftfal service 
wit fa the Bareaw of StatS sties» Tbeagfo eraser vattfe fa 
maay respects,' fee s.apperted limited state Imterferemee 
Im |.ab©r0s befealf<. Tfefs was emewgfe t@ draw the emmlty of 
Swiiiero .1® tfee ©weral I pletttrea Ely-s fears were somewhat 
Justified, for Semry Garter Adams, a well kmowm professor 
of political economy at .Cornel I s was In serf ©is trouble. 
for making sympathetic statements on labor problems* His 
comments were similar to Ely's pa.blfc views, and,.' later,B QAdams was fa' fact dismissed* In addition to these, 
corns i .der at i ©n s:., lewcomb pmb I i shed s ome ar t I c I @ s i n The 
Watfot attacking Ely * On. one occasion he wrote that “when 
he essays the discissions of social movements as a
whole, he shows a lack of logical aeimen and a narrowness 
of view which, in a ini varsity teacher, are not remarkable* 11 

In the same article he stated that Mir* Ely seems to be 
8eri@8@.ly. place a Wplveraity chairb# Amjp
fears Ely had ewentaal.ly proved to fee vain,and he stayed 
at Johns Eiopkins anti I he chose to go to the University of 
Wisconsin*

15

IS* Hawkins, Pioneer* 185* For an aecoint ©f - i* Op Adams' Ideas and academic career see iorfman, $64=174*
19* Simon Newcomb, #Or* Ely on the Labor Movement," fir iatfern*- 45 (Qetober T, I886L 2#3* „ , - - ..
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This thesis attempts to Mbreak the creist*’ f» a 

new approach to the stady of Frederick Jackson Tamer's 
frontier hypothesis. The stodies on this subject are 
legion, and the approaches are diverse and many, bat none 
make a concerted effort to penetrate and anderstand in 
depth what the hypothesis meant to partieaIar men, to 
their lives and thoaghts, and ho® these were in tarn re
lated to society,. One of the resalts of recent historical
study of the Turner thesis has been a sharpened awareness- . -
that Turner did not originate the frontier interpretation 
of American history,^® His manner of synthesis was orig
inal in scope if net content, but he was operating clearly 
within a central tradition of American thought. An ade
quate understanding of the meaning of the frontier hypo
thesis for Turner and his generation must rest, in ,the 
end, on detailed studies of Turner's contemporaries and 
the uses they made of frontier ideas and ideals, Ely and 
Sumner stood at opposite Inte l I actual reaches, but the 
frontier hypothesis served both as a foundation for their 
thought.

20, The major point of Smith’s Virgin Land, 4, is that "Brilliant and persuasive as Turner was, his contention that the frontier and the West had dominated American development could hardly have attained such universal acceptance if it had not found an echo in ideas and attitudes already etarrent, 8
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CHAPTER II
- <THE AiElICA ©F RICiAR© THEODORE ELY AH©

' WILLI A i ’OR AHA® S i M E R

Ely retErmei t# America from Europe In IS80s britn=
mimg with ideas, m  hew to make a better Ameriea0 He kmew,
tberef@res that his America was not all that he wasted it
to be; asd yet* whes he westered out into Mew York City
o® hi s ft rat dayvs reterns strolling about the tows a seeing
the filth amd metimg the corruptfon aid misery* he stopped
amd pomderedg -Is this my America?'8 ©isheartesed* he at . ' - ■ .. .. v;: .. . . : .firstydeeided to return to Europe* to a city like Berlin
which .cOptr.ast.ed so markedly with Mew York.o Berlfh*. he
reflected.;* was ©lean apd free of poverty * a we 11 “managed
city with efficient government and orderly accountso Bat
them with a certain touch of sentiment* he decided that he
could not leave the land in which his ancestors had lived

ifor mere than two hundred years In freedom and plentyo 
Europe was met a real alternative* Ely's solution was* 
instead* to make America"over In the image of the town of 
his youtho He thought of the Fredonia of his boyhood as

l.o- Ground ©nder ©ur Fee to An Autobioqraohv (New Yorks ®acmilian* 1938)* 65o .

IT



a mlereeasm ©f the perfect e©mmimlty8 aiad his emdeaver , 
was t© make the whole Amerfcaia commoinfty over So his I mage

" o ’ " ' ' "of Fredooiao This towo of Ely's- yoeith wasp indeed? his 
city Epon a. hi 11 o'

Ely had grown op on a smal l farm in the Gbaotao<=
qaan hillso There he got practical lessons la discipline
Mas strict ap that of the German army =8,2 He did not* - ■ ‘ - - • _' " - ♦ march and trainP of course8 but in weather pleasant or
unpleasantp he did get up every morning and feed the .pigs'-,
milk the cows, and hay the horses<> Without conscious :
hubris, Ely deemed this environment the best for children<,
He knew in bis heart that the healthful and natural sur=
roundings of Fredonia engendered the highest ethical and
moral qualities and instilled in its inhabitants a desire
for ^libertyo16! He thought the country to be a haven of. . .  • 3moral regeneration for degenerate youth* Its own anees=
try, Ely believed, verified this by historical records

Ely claimed that his ancestors came to ^the wil
derness of the iew WorldB to practice freedom of re=4 . . . .ligiomo He thought the frontier inculcated their minds,
and possibly infused their blood with a sense of freedomo

88

2o Ground Under Our Feet» Jo
3* SdciaT Aspects of Christianity and Other Essays (Mew Yorks WroweTl^ - ? 36» ' * . - - - ■

- . . v. . ■ ' - -4o Ground'1, tinder ' ©ur- -Feet, 3* :



, . .....
Biat Ely faced a eemf 1 let fa treating his ameestorsg a
eemfliet which he failed to grip. He reeognized that his
ancestors came to America In search of freedom^ but he
cot*Id not bring himself to admit overtly that those Ewro=
pean ancestors had as mach sense of freedom as wilderness^
conditioned Amerleans. The Europeans only searched for I to
Genaime 11 love of liberty** was predominantly an American
characteristi.c.o This stand paral leled Turner8s thesis
that, the American festg the West as a MproeessM-==the - ' • ■ ' - * * meyeaeat to. aid development of the spacious■and free, lands
of the West==fmbEed Americans with their characteristic

■ : ' ' 51©ye of liberty and demand for democracy. It was as though
^freedom** and '’liberty** had fal len with the rain and per- 
"meated the American soil over the mi.11 enaia that Europeans 
had left it untouched. Freedom sprang forth on contact 
with these searching invaders. Ely credited his progeni
tors.8 desire, eapabt1ity, and right to parchase, have, and 
hold land as an indication of their quality of freedom.
This was the context within which Ely viewed the history 
of his family in America. He proudly noted that his fore- 
fathers were sizeable land holders. And he went further 5 6

5. Turner 0 wSf gnifl canee. ** Frontier. 2-3, "Problem of the West," AtiantiC Monthiyo W ”(September. 
1896)1 290-292; "Contribution to American DemocracypR 94.

6 . ir;oihW; :-Dhder"©ur;; Feet. 3-4. .



to make his poiiatg he recorded, an ancfent Ely who fought 
for Indlffdnal rights In the Revolutionary War> ' This verf« 
ffedP to his satisfaction^ the qualities of freedom in the
new worlds, for inscribed on this re I at I ve0 s gtm was. ,!f or

■ ■ •1 ' Y *the defense of Liberty9 Liberty and no si every
In the interest of seeking greater liberty some of

the settlers of Lyme9 Gonnectieit3 where the first Elys
settled9 had packed their goods and mowed west on sleds
thr©mgh a hard winter blizzard* On Ely8a wiew their journey
took physical stamina and moral cdurageg but ft opened a
new life to them* This was not yet the heart of the .Amer»
Ican Barden9 that lay to the west in the Mississippi Vaf=
ley, and then perhaps even in some valley beyond* But
this was the pathway to that elusive I and; this was a stage

0of the mow ament in the “process81 of the West*' * * . Frontier life, as Ely thought of it, demanded the
same qualities as the journey west* Those early pioneers
had built their own houses; their children had spun and
woven material 1 and the women had sewn their cl©these All
I earned to be thrifty9 diligent and frugal * These virtues
of self-re I lance which were Ely8s fare as a youth9 he
deemed necessary for an efficient society8 but almost as
a contradiction9 he believed the frontier dependence of

■ 2@

7* greund -Ihdef Qur Feet* 3* 
8 * ibid.**. 60 .
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©Be fiel gtiibor 01 another stf mi I ated commtMf ty parti ©! pat ton c 
This a is© was. necessary for an efficient society* Ely 
foand the sense of eommanity totally lacking In Sew Tork9 

and its citizens lacked the value of self=re11aneeo He saw 
this city In sharp juxtaposition to his own image of clean 
and virtuous Fredonia* This impelled him to draw upon his 
youthful experience to express$, and Indeed sanetlon9 a pro
gram for effective and beneficent community relationship^ 
Ely recalled that the..Fredonfan community8 In wanting to 
win a bid for am aeademys voluntarily contributed the 
needed materials and labor for the structure° Few con
tributed money; bartering was the main form of exchange* 
There were two significant aspects of this type of economy* 
Firsts, when one exchanged an animal he raised for some
thing .of-.equivalent value from a. neighbor^ there was a. 
great personal Involvement* Second9 the sense of giving 
which Ely actually believed permeated the community, pre
vented greediness from overwhelming peoples® minds* When 
frontier or barter economy was outmoded In Fred©nias the 
sense of mutual serylce remained * Thus Ely believed that 
the community effort to but.Id. a normal school in 1866 

■sprang from a heritage of mutual need and mutual Interest*
There was hard Iy a member of Fredonla who did met subscribe 
• : ' Q “ ' ■ 'to bonds floated*

9° GTdund Under ©ur Feet* 7~13* oaasfm*



Ely believed that there was yet smother favorable
comsegmeace of this frontier envlroameato la the frontier
atmosphere of se.l:f=re1iaaee aid seifjessaessg me# seemed
to swell with originality and bring forth new ideas0 Ely
vafaly pointed to several .“firsts^ for whieh Fredonfa de=
served'' reeogai t i ©a § It was first fa as lag aatara I gas for
il ghtjafs, la as lag the name of “lomea ■ s Ghristfaa Temper- ; ■ . - - . . aace ialoa9^ aad fa having the ©range orgaafzatioao It
was also the first town fa ©haataaqaa Soaaty to have a
bathtab0- 1 ater the same tab was ased for a watering trough«
Eiyis eoaeera for such detailed ^achievements '8 of Fred© a I a
bordered ©a. the rSdtsai©us:$, . but it was am integral part of
his conception of the benefits inerf cams derived from the
frontier^

Except In a comment to his mother that he missed 
home9 Ely recorded no reluctance in leaving this beautiful 
community for his advanced studi@s>: ie went first to 
©artmomth^ In 18 7 2= While there he was suspended for cut
ting am extra cl ass g but E!ya acting a role he thought 
his Puritan forebears would have played^ stood upon his 
"rights^ and refused to return, to classes without a. show 
of res!stanceo The school officials soon granted his i 
“rights9 8 and he returned» Obviously^ iartraouth only

IQo. Ground Under Our Feet0 I2»



'pr@r-ided Ely a place for express!om @f adolescent attitudes 
@f iadependeiees and he soon sought better educat ion at Co I urn- 
bia College In Sew York* Without noticing the bad features 
of the city which later so disturbed him, he completed his 
study at Columbia* Be gained a fair background In philos
ophy and literatures, though his foundation In mathematics 
and economics was shallow* Be graduated from Columbia In 
8S7Sp received, a scholarship^ and9 typicallyp went to Germany 
to do graduate study* In Germany^ Ely came Into contact
with people and Ideas which aersated his Fredonfan notions

18 ' -of natural goodness to skepticism*
Be found his ^youthful idealistic purpose of seeking

absolute truth** Inadequate for probing vital questions = - ̂
• ■ ■ .Possibly he did not see the decline of iew. York before his 

German education* because his mlnd®s eye was locked on dis
tant Ideals* Be credited his German study and experience 
with opening It* As Ely saw It* his German teachers served 
as %ldwlwes** In bringing forth those Ideas latent. In west- 
ern AmerIea0. : ie credited three professors for his de
liverance* deammes Conrad* iudolph iay-m* and-Karl Knies*
These three jarred his steadfast frontier optimism and his 11

11 * Ground Under Cur Feet* 40 *
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8y@atfefa- i f dea 11 stf c pwrpeseo!!

From Gonradp who taigbt at the Waiver#,!ty of Ea.l 1 e9 

E.ly .!earaed to 'replace the abstract!ora of cl.a.ssical p©I it= 
tea.I economy wftta concrete itatf stf cal dataP .especial ly 
I a Conrad8 s field of agrlcw I twral ■ eeonomf es = laym $, pro
fessor of the bI story of philosophy at Ha I Ie 9 Jolted Ely's 
confidence Ira the absolute traths and Iraealeated skepticism 
Ira hi Bio Lack! rag staff.! cf prat backgroarad Ira philosophy for 
a doctorate* Ely left Hal Ie for ieldeI berg, to stady econom
ies* Ira which be eoiild more easi ly iradalge. hfs Mspeeilat.}ve- - - ■ * -'capacityo8 His master,there was progressive economist

. - - : ■ ■ - . ' 7 .Karl Kraies* who soaght to Improve existing state Irastfta-
tloras by positive actIora= This Idea was entirely compatible 
to Ely9 for by this means the beautffa I fabric of Fredoraiara 
society need not be destroyed by radical measures Ira order 
t© have a ■wi©pdw society-o Simply by seizing the 68good86 

features and actively asserting them* America might be 
transformed and at the same time preserved» The small town 
society* cooperating Ira building barns and schools* was 
Ira fact the very embodiment of positive action<, What had 
served to advance Fredoral a might well regenerate lew York 
by bull ding ora the Institutions already available in Amer- 
!ea:o Thus* Ely thought* positivism was related to the 
American froratiero Positivism had a historical continuity* 
Ely maintained. Like Turner* he felt that positive



loverimeKit aetl ®ti9 • li the frontier trad I if©® @f'Amer1ea9
14might he .the saIvatf©ii of demoeracy-o

If German skepticism quickened Ely°@ mimdg Germam 
iifihi released hfs; e©®s©iesee s©tiewhato Hfs father was 
a strict Presbyterians disdaining “w r e a l 81 ©r ieixerlows 
things like plate silver and mirrors. The elder Ely 
'themght that ©ne should e©ntrfbate his part for Mthe bet=- 
terment ©f ear fellowmam6̂  8'3 the5 job. was to set the world 
ri ghto Like his father's Ely. always desired to d© this.
Me dispensed with the stricter,Pari tanisms though he still 
ascribed 81 lore of liberty" to his ancestors. If he ques= 
tloned what loll Pitcher had to do with freedoms he did not 
say so; if he knews he still thought that his ancestors had 
come to America for freedoms foot, regimentation or suppress
ion o Though he strove for universal happiness and an 
■ "existence worthy of human beingss-”' hes like his- amcestofSs 
limited that freedom: It was to be in the mold of estab-

25

14. Turner held that "Legislation'Is taking'the place of free lands as the means Of preserving the ideal of democracy. " "The "West and American Ideals.@ ” ' 255°Even in .his "81gniffeanee of the Front!er9 18 27V T i m e r  confidently.'asse.r.ted^' that "the ’ 1 egiSTatfem -witl regard'" to'1: lands tarlffp and iftterhal I improvements— the American '.system ©f the "national 1 zing: Whig party«iwas-,■.condl-ti^ned'- -4h,:,.frontief' "i'deas' and needs..'" El v. Ground Under Our Feefs- 41-43-' . A ^
15- T b N . s  23. .

>
Hr'v;-;
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Iished Ameriean fBstfttitfo h s amd eomtalaed by Fredonfan

I ̂  'GeBeepts ©f rlgbto
E!y?s return to America was preceded by a brief

stay in Switzerland and Berlin, its stay in Switzerland
was not profitable; bit In Berlin* from 1879 to tbe sammer
of !88§s fee felt at feome* He bad mot been twenty=fonr
hours In Berlin before “the city began to seem familiar11 

17 *to him, ' He attributed this to his endurance as a walker, 
but as he later compared Berlin to Fredonia there was the
possibility that he thought the atmosphere of the two|gci ties simi lar, And even more probable, there were para I 
iels in the governmental organization* Berlin' was an ef= 
ficiently run and.democratic city. Like Fredonia, there 
was much participation in the city government on the part 
of private citizens* Experts on particular aspects of 
government filled a group of “honor offices*“ The city 
council filled the mayor's position only after advertising 
to find the most capable man* Since the job paid well, 
granted tenure, and provided an excellent pension, it was 
readily flI led* Government employees, or public servants 
as Ely preferred to call them, strove to excel *. This- was 
true of national as well as municipal civil servants*

16* Ground inder iur Feet* 2 3*
17* Ibid** 50o
18* The Gomin-q City (New Yorks GroweI 1, 1902), 3 6 *
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TfaeiSg Ely malm talked tfeiat a Qerman ptabl f @ ly^owmed utility*
for Imstamee railroads* would be so effielemt that private
industry would not be able to compete* The use of statist
tfcal ssleaee amd efficient accounting complemented the

Ifact of personal service to the state* Ely felt that
' ' - ■ : ' . ' 'the means used in Berlin and throughout Germany to control

Industrial capitalism and conserve resources* both natural 
and human* could be applied to America and her social pr©b<= 
lem* This was the city and country he contrasted to New 
fork and the United States on his return in i860*

Ely attacked the established 1 a! sser°f a I re or ortho-* 
dox school of economics through publication* education* and 
religion* At this time the orthodox school * represented by 
such men as Simon. Newcomb* dominated American political 
economy* Almost as a declaration of war* Ely in 1884 issued 
his first attack* 1,1 The Past and the Present of Political

v . ,Economy*tt in one of the Johns iopkins OnI Verst ty Studies in 
Historf cal end Pol f t!cal Science*2^ Ely obtained the only

If* Ely* MGovernment in Business and the General Welfare*** The.American Review o f 'Reviews. @4 (October 1931)* 44* Also mentioned in Ground:.:;13nder Our Feet* €l =63*
20* See .iorfmab*. Economic #lndo ■ .111* 161 = 164* for an overview of Ely9s ideas on economy* Ely* ‘'The Past and Present of Po-iitidal Economy*** Jdhns'^'Hbptl^e #nrversitv Studies in Hid tor icai and''Po iitical Science:* (Baltimore % Johns Hopkins* I )* i43=202% ; : .
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teaehiif pest Ie eeepemles at J_efcms. Hopkl es is 1881»
where foe remained aatiI foe was offered a better position

o|at the 0sitersityrof Wlseossis efetes years later.
Prior to "The Past asd Present of Politieal Economyp 11 
Ely had expressed^ thomgh not clarified,- his own views 
os matters of political economy is Frencfo and German 
Socia I ism. Shortly after his polemic against the 
Iaisser^faire school.. he published another article,
^iecent Steadies in Social Ism,11 which farther clarified» ■gg ■ * , -his position. Me sang the praises of the Socialistic
Labor Party, noting that it combatted 15anarchy and indi =

. .vtdwalism>w It was m i l k e  the 881ntermatI ona Iis ts88 who
did "not shrink from active initiative in deeds of wid~- ■ , . ’ ■ • -
lesce.;M In the Socialistic Labor Party Ely foind a mech=
amism which satisfied one of his prerequlsites for reform,

• ' ' • : » • ’ 1which was to change and grow within the existing institu
tions. Ely maintained that the goal was to make democracy 
an actuality. In the radical socialist groups he feared 
violences the moderates, of whom he approved, desired
"ameliorative measmrGs" and gradual reform.-^ Thus, when
*■ •the Eaymarket if0t ernpted in 1886, Ely was not surprised,

: :: ' . ' ' ' ■

. ~~"'1 ' 1" i:- '

: 21.. See Hawkims. Pioneer. 178=179=.
22. Ely, "iecemt Stndles I n Soef a I ism,15 Johns 

Hopkins StBidies. 1885. 276-285.
23. Ibid.0 295.



belt f t was a rather smal l affair by eemparlscm to what he 
expected Im the class comfllcto Amd whera Simon Newcomb 
attacked Ely In the Nation,, saying that Elyis bookp The 
Labor loy erne at In Ameri ca<, was the “ravings of am anarchist 
or the dream of a social 1stsw Ely was able to say with all 
sincerity that he was In fact not a revoStationary nor an 
anarchist* Eather he held that Newcomb had been gallty of 
gross negligence In net understanding his moderate position 

Ely was Involved in a similar ease at the Univer
sity of Wisconsin9, when he was again attacked, more vehe
mently this time9 In the Nation by ©liver E» fells in I894<> 
in I ike the scho l ar Newcomb9 Wells was somethi ng of a crank = 
Again Ely's academic position was at stake, but this time 
the chal lenge was more, serf©as. If from a lesser soorceo 
After hearings Ely was acquitted* and thsight himself 
vindicated by the hearings,, In an article for the Forim*

24o Newcomb9 “©To Ely on the Labor Movemento”
For Newcomb's aithorshippsee So C» Archibald, “Simon New
comb, 1835=?I9©5l Bibliography of bis Life & Works,“ 
iemo’lrs of the NatibnaT Academy of Sciences„ I? (1924), 6O0

■ 25o The President of the University pf. Wisconsin, 
John Chamber "I in, asked Ely -to come to Madison in ii92o- Eiy 
credited Frederick Jaekson Turner as being the main influ
ence in bringing Ely to head a new department of history, 
political science and economics« ©ronmd Under ©nr Feet„
179 o For an account of the Ely-Wells affair, see lerle 
Cartl and Vernon Carstensen, The University of Wfseohsln§
A Bistory1848-1925„ (Two volames, Madison § Wisconsin,
!949), 5©8-5©9o WeiIs'.letter was pab11 shed In The Nationo
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he gawe mere ef am apology than a statement of his ?Iews=
^SselallsEp.:”1. he wrote s' -Is I mdeed' a philosophy of society
supported by many very able memo I have held and still
hold that the study o f .social Ism Is roost usefulp amd that
em several aceoumtsoM Ely declared ajafm that he was mot*a radicalg amarch!st or evem socialSstp some of those 
despicable thlmgSp but mow he- Was a comservative

To carry through the program he emvfslowed ©w his 
return to ArneHeap Ely helped organize the American Econ
omic Association in 1885° This was te^fbreak the crust** 
which had formed over economic thought ii America* Primar
ily p because of the necessity of subduing the continent's, 
there simply had not been enough time to devote to economic 
thoughto * With the help of Herbert Baxter Adams, the 
famed historian of Johns iopkinsp Ely initiated the AEA 
after the failure of the Society for the Study of National 
Economyg which had been modeled after the German ferein fur 
SozTaipolTtiko The AEAs howevers was not so radical am 
organization as the Society in its reform program* The 
AEA platform outlined objectives of the organization which 
bore Elyjs stamp* The state was regarded as ‘‘am educa
tional and ethical agency whose positive aid is an

26* -Ely, “Fundamental Beliefs of My Social Philosophy,** For urn* . 18 (.October. IS94) p IS©*
2?* Ground Under ©wr Feet* 12 1»



imdispemsable eosdftlem of Wwmam progress*" The selitloi 
to soelai ‘ problems needed the "mnfted efforts of ehar'eh9

mO * \state and science0W In his autobiography Ely denied that
either the Society or the AEA were, really Germanfc Instil
tutI©ms* They used German ideas9 but it was

worthy of special note that we must look to the prairies of 111 In© is*: swept by the free air of- Mississippi Valley* for the authorship of the constitution of the proposed Society for the Study of National Economy* In which still more emphatically than in our own statement of prim- -ciple we find proclaimed opposition to non- interference in economic affairs and the ad- wecacy of very large and broad functions of g@ferament 0 -
The Sewcomb and fells challenges put Ely on the 

spot enough to require re-exami nation of his own ideas = 
Though he thought the notions of those men inimical to the 
welfare of society* he still had to justify his ideas to 

his Gsileagues and to the public* . ie. did this by taking

31

2 8 * As first Secretary of the AEA9 Ely wrote the ieport of the Organization of the AEA .(Baltimore* Murphy* 
1806)* 5-46* For the organizationis platform, see 6=7* In this.report Ely gave a personal statement amplifying the. points of the platform:* though he did call attention that ft was a- personal statement»

29= Ground inder Our Feet* 145» Simon M= Fatten and E* J* James were the chief „organizers of the Society* It is entirely possible that Patten* from the prairies of Illinois* wrote this statement * In 1909 Patten wrote t o - Ely that "we were mot German students bit American thinkers that uni ted - to form the Assoclatf on*" iichard T* E 1y* "Recollections of the Life and Work of Professor Simon Rl* Patten*" American Economic Review*, Suppiememt* 13 (March, ■ .1.923).*' t 6 T ~  •. ■ -' '
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a stremger stamd ira the ©me ease amd am apol©getfe ©me 
Im the ether* The ehaliemge ©f United States8 Involve^ 
meiat Im W©r 1 d far I jarred his whole philosophy* ©er» 
®a»y* which had delivered both America and himself amd 
made democracy viable, mow imperiled democracy * The 
reason America was at war, Ely rationalized, was that 
Germany, Binder Pressian leadership, worshipped false 
tribal gods and practiced false tribal ethics * ie main=> 
tained in 19IS that he had known the Germans were bretes 
all along, and for evidence he cited cases of wife- 
beat I ngs German war-love, and irreligion* Farther,
Germany did not ^recognize eqeal right to life, liberty
and perse!t of happiness on the part of other nations " - ' ;■ ■ ; ■ . ■ ■Ely overcame his dilemma by a simple assertion that .Amer
ica was righto ie walked hand in hand with his former 
stedent, Woodrow Wilson, in the belief that it was 
America8© obligation to save the world for democracy

After the war Ely tended to de-erophastze his 
identification with Christian socialism, ©et of fear that 
democratsc socialism smacked of the Kaiser's Germany* One 
way Ely attempted to break th!s identification was by

3.0* Ely, World mf'dhd'teadershih fa va Democracy (Sew Yorks laem f 11 an, . 191# j? i 'u.
31o Ely's only publication which concerned the war was W©rId War and LeadershiP* and this was one long justSfication for America*s position.
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eraslnj the earlier distimctiem between moderate and 
rad I eal sod! all sts 0 "Many of L3SP11 be wrote $> "have been 
toying with the ideas of the Manifesto ,̂ awasinf ©arselves 
with them as. Intellectual play things o'1 For. years P those
ideas had been I8regarded very seriously; frequently as a*« • »• . .re Ii§ion; and for religions false as well as'tree,.men 
have gladly diedo” After the lassian revol«9tl©nP 
neither toying with socialism nor taking it as a religion 
was acceptable to Ely® The way of the Bolsheviks served 
as warning to civilization against.a11 socialism "for ages 
to come o •

Along similar 6ines9 Ely withdrew from his desire, 
to promote government activity In the private sector<, Me ■ 
became vitally concerned with government competing with and 
regulating bosfnesso Though he still thought about the 
Ideal of men helping their fellow men* he wanted to give 
private industry a freer hand* By the time of the Mreat 
Depression, when he was seventy-six years old, Ely sugges
ted that some of the "sincere businessmen" were right In 
asking government to stop competition and rego I ation

31o •. .Ely, "What Is Bo I shevl 8mp i! The American Rev few of Reviewsn 84 (November.I#2#), 497o In,1921 Ely•left Wisconsin after thirty years for/Northwestern, admitting that he had a difference In handling economies courses at Wisconsin = ©round Under @wr Feeto 1.89»
33o Ibidoo 49So
3 4 o Ely, "Government in Business," 44<>
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Bert, he did brirng tap a rather odd example to demonstrate . 
the “disastrous results;9 -of-competition of government with 
free enterprise?
. for instance, we encourage the unemployed to , 

eel I apples9'candtee and other eoimddities 
' . dn''the '*'street;"6ortierSo/’,>We"do'§ite'' e!ipT®y-" ' 

ment'rbit it’is generally d¥erS‘d0fed that in 
gT¥iMg'empToyment-'tn't'hi:e;'My:';we''6af':r@ln‘'■ pri vate BusI mess— for examp ie 5- grocers"and '. dealers in fruit* 'As"a"rSsult»'we'Increase -' uhempTdymettt: If government"has to gi fe ‘ em=>ploymemt; the writer thinKs it should get oat- of the field of competition:with private"Busi- ' hiss ' as * it'fdUldj" fdfrexampldp ' im'Tdadside ' laautifidatldm"and“the e riminatfd|_of grade crossings on our public highways =,35 ..

Ely’s solution was to create a “Peace Time ArmyfV which
would beautify the nation’s roads while giving the unem»
ployed work'o This would not interfere with the frontier
ideal of individual free enterprise *

When Ely was eighty=four he returned to Fredonla? 
to the city of his youth» Be declared that he was not ready 
just to retires, for he was still “fired By an ambltlon to 
’set the world right,’ just as my father before me»
But he wrote nothing more* except for an autobiography*

35* Ely* “Government in Business*9 47*
- \ r ■36* Elya “Sard Times and a Wav Gut*9 The American 

levfew of Reviews« • 83 {larch If31)* 90=92<,
37 * Ground imder Our Feeto 230*
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' it

, . Im 1886 ff lHarai SraEam Scromer returned to America
from advanced study fa Europe to accept a tutorship at% OYa!eo Summer^ a circumspect mam at ail times9 accepted 
the post warfiyo Ee considered this position a means to 
bide time.g to stand aside and study the American community 
while locating am Episcopal ministry to his Ifkinfo^ 
la contrast to Ely9 Simaer .held himself apart from societyo 
Ee studied his America, as.it were, from aboyeg and he did 
not concern himself with the plight of Blew York or any other 
city. For all Sumner observed, there was little or no 
change in America from the time he left to the time he 
returnedo Sis roots were not nurtured in the frontier as 
Ely.®,s| rather Sumner's confrontation with the frontier was
much more cosmic than Ely's, for he saw the frontier hypo=

■ ' ■ •thesis as it affected the human raee— aot just America,
But /his .immediate concern was 'America, and he wrote much

, 3 8 0 See Harris E, Starr, William Graham Sumner • '(Hew Haven s Yal e, 1926) 0 See a I so Sumner“°i.bri ef "Auto« biographical. Sketch of William Graham SumneraM The Popular Sdiauce/adhthlVo 35 (June .1189), 261-268. He printed inSelected Essays, of WiJ11':am•Graham' Sum'hero eds, Albert G. Kerrer' and lauriee go Ravi's (Hew Havens Yale, 1924).
- 39o ^Sketch of -Wf1liam Graham Sumner," The GhaI° Tenge of Facts and Other Essays. Albert Go Keller, edo,: (Hew Havens Ya1e, 19!4), 80 For a background on Summer's father see.Starr, Sumner, I-260

\



.abotat how usable lands affected  Amerfca and Americans*

.The single most Important difference between Ely 
and Steiner was that Ely was'actively involved in the 
frontier fifes, while Summer mas involved with it only. 
Indirectly and abstractly»

Simner8s fatherg Thomas Stimner9 Immigrated to the 
United States In 1838* ie had left the midland industrial 
belt of EnglaBds stagnating in economic depression; to In
crease his chances of economic success in America* After 
failing at the Iron mills in Patersong New Jersey, Thomas 
Sommer moved west to prospect; with his wife and son,
®iillam Graham, born in 1840* After unsuccessful explora
tion in GhlOs, western New fork and Pennsylvania? he re
turned to the east with his famfIyp convinced that "if a 
man would live as badly in the East as he would have to In 
the West? he could do as well In the Easto1*^0 Me .avoided 
going back to Paterson? where .scredit buying” prevailed, 
and went instead to New England where a healthier system 
of cash payments obtained» After a brief stay at New. Nave®? 
the Summers settled at Hartford? Gonneeticut* There. Thomas 
Sumner worked as a repairman of rail wheels? saving from his 
meager wages for his children's education and for invest
ment. After several years he invested in some rooming

A©,. ^Autobiofraphlcal SketchP B xi I i.

36
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tioases wftfo tw© frleradSp bat once a§af® ,Ms eeanomi e 
eideafors fal iiei :arad lie lost bf s savings* Endaanted by, 
tbls fal l are be began again9 bot asking for government ai d 
or philanthropic be I#» Be I oatbed those wbo soagbt arti^ 
fSclal meansg saeb as government subsidy* to Improve so- 
eietys and only Increased bis dlIigenee* Forty years 
latery In 1889 9 If I If am Graham'If kerned bis father to George

v '■ El I©t8:s Ca S eb Qartb in Nl ddl emarcb*
In this home environment Samnerls elosest compan- 

' fonis, after bis m©tber8s death when he was eight9 was bis 
father* Like bis father9 young Sumner was stern and punc
tilious* In contrast to E.ly/s active farm I Ife9 Summer 
spent most, of bis days secluded in bis room studying* Ely

41 * Perhaps Sumner was reading the circumstances of his own day into the era of his father* For him pensions to veterans and tariffs amounted to government aid to special Interests* See BAutobIographtea$ Sketch9A  Selected Essayso ' , .
42 o Ibid*o xiilo "Bis (Garth®s) classification - of human employments was rather crude9 and9 like the categories of more celebrated men would not be acceptable In these advanced times* Be divided them into busIness9 pollticsj preaching, learning, and amusement* Be bad nothing to say against the last four; but be regarded them as a reverential pagan regarded other gods than his own => In the same way, he thought very well of all ranks, but-would not himself liked to be of any rank In wbfeh- he had not■such . close contact with business as to get often honourably decorated with marks of dust and mortar, the damp of the engine, or the sweet soil of the woods and fields* Though he had never regarded himself as other than an orthodox. Ghrfstfaa, and would argue on prevenlent grace If the subject were proposed to him, I think his virtual qualities were good practical schemes, accurate work,and the faithful completion of undertakings*"
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eame heme fr@m sehooI to romp and do ehores$, while Sumner 
went immediately to bis room and there immersed bfmself in 
books» : . '

One book which caught Sumner Is fancy was-Harriet 
Martimeauis If Iwst^rafiWS' of .Poi''iti''c'ai' Economyi Later 
Summer affirmed that all the conceptions which fee fee Id on 
^capital* labors, moneys, and trade® were “formed by those 
books wfeicfe I read in my b o y f e e o d o T h o s e  ideas were that
“increase ©f population is necessarily limited by means of

• ; - ■ ■ _ ■ ■subsistence®; and that "labor was the origin and saying the
support of capitale" and that the general interest of each
nation required that there should be perfect freedom In
exchange of commodities» Amy restriction mm such libertyj,
for the sake ©f benefiting any particular class or e 1 asses9

: AAwas the sacrifice of a larger interest to a smaller one* 
These Ideas realty came to fruit when Summer based his 
ethieaf system,on them* They fitted neatly with his ortho
dox Protestantism and with the Puritan code of frugality 
and industrya This was his definition of virtue* Ordin
arily, the mark of virtue In the Puritan world was economic 
success* That Sumner1s father repeatedly failed did not 
mean that he was not virtuous; ft did mean that his virtues: J ■ . ‘ ' . ■ ■ ■ " *

43* “Sketch*“ Challenge* 5*
44* Ibid*
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were multiplied by the degree of hfs sacriffeeo His was 
a story of tragedy and triumph; he struggled and failed^ 
but in the end rose to know that .what he had, however 
little, was by his own determined hand.

With determination and moral eertalnty, Sumner began
his university education at Yale in'1859* Me did not pause
to view the society around him any more than Ely had during
his American college years. But from his observation post
of university student, Sumner essayed about the danger of
losing virtues. Reviewing a novel, he argued that they
"whirled the mind away without effort or volition of its
own * Virtue required that each man have a grasp on his » ... • mind. The "physical, moral and mental strength are in the
grasp of each one, but they must be grasped" for there was 
evidence that "men are all about us that seem to be living 
an aimless, purposeless life, unworthy indeed to be called 
Iife,"^ With a singular sureness Sumner was able to draw 
such conclusions on his Puritan premises. On the same prem
ises .he knew, virtuous man that he was, that he was too 
valuable for cannon fodder. With the help of wealthy friends
willing to "invest" in him, his father purchased the young

• -

45, Sumner's Review of Charles Kingsley's Two Years Ago, The University Quarterly, 4 (April I860), 269= Quoted in Starr, Sumner, 39-40,
46, Discussion for the debating society. Brothers, at Yale, on "Self-culture," Quoted in Starr, Sumner, 42,
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ream1s service exempticm in the Civil War0 Without risk 
to his life, Summer left for study in Europe.

Sumner?s tour abroad was of great significance, for 
there he had his first experience with scientific method. 
However slight the change at first, this was the beginning . 
of a long road of deconversion from orthodoxy = For a brief 
period Sumner studied in Switzerland. He hesitated to go to 
Germany for the very reason, that Ely later went to Heidel
berg, since heretical doctrines abounded in Germany. Still, 
Sumner was disappointed with his ’’one-horse** theological 
studies' in Switzerland. His father wrote to suggest that he 
avoid Germany, for. German scholars were noted "the world 
over for their heresies and isms, theorizing and philosophiz
ing on every phase of religion, no doubt some with the pur
est of motives, but often led astray by searching for truth 
as it is called." This was the struggle that Sumner had per- 
si stent Iy s how to find.a meaningful vehicle to engage his 
mind and convey his ideas. Even when he went against his .
father’s wishes and went to Gottingen,where he studied "with 

- ' ' - » great pleasure" and which was the "only place at which I
have yet studied which satisfied me," hefthought himself
outside of the "current of Anglo-American theology" since
"thoughts and sentiments" of Germany were "foreign to ours.

47. Thomas Sumner to William Graham Sumner, undated letter quoted in Starr, Sumner, 55-56. This letter was probably written in October," l§'63*
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Beeasse of ,thisj Sumner determined to go to England and 
"read tap Engl Ish theology./^® Whi le In Europe he became 
am Episcopal lam for he coaid mo longer tolerate the provfri
el a I Ism of Gomgregatiomal f.swo Furthermore^ the Anglican . 
church offered more unity than the Congregational« 
ieferthelessp English theological study was eyen more dls« 
appointing than German =. Somewhat disgusted with the whole 
tours Sumner was pleased to accept the tutorial position 
at Taleo But even at Tales waiting for an acceptable minis 
tryg Sumner was diseontented= He criticized'the pettiness 
and the 11 Pur i tan theo I © § leal crowd The ^scientific .
spirit** which he embraced at Gottingen conflicted with the
orthodox '‘crowdo*** #In larchs 18699 he left Hew Haven to become assist- 
ait rector of Gal vary Church, lew Torko Because of his "in 
dependent" characters be. and the rectors ©ro W. A* Washburn 
were mutually incompatible and Sumner sought a church of 
his owno Oh duly I5» 1869, he was ordained a priest, and ,

48 o fi lIiam Graham Summer to Rev* E« Ro Beadles letter dated9 Oxford, June SO, 18660 Quoted from.Starrs Sumner9 660 .
4 9 o Xbfdo The problem Summer had was characteristic of the. Pur i tan. di I emma since the fouidi.ng' of Massachusetts Bay o' How was there to be disciplines yet permit necessary, f reedomo

■ SO* Ibidoo 79o



Ira SeptemberP I87O 9 be beearne the rector of the Church of
' *51the iedeemer in Morrfstowra9 New Jersey= At Morrfstown9

Summer " a I so had <t ff f cm 1 ty f m .bet rag content 0 ■ Me preached 
much as he would later lecture* -’We 11 ye Ira a good land 
which is richly supplied with all the means to produce a 
great and happy and rirtuous commonwealth* We have rao old 
traditions or rusty institutions to hamper our free use of 
all that Is placed in our hands *,$̂  Be admitted that when
-I came to write sermons9 I found to what a degree my 
Interest lay In topics of social science and political 
economy*15̂  Sumner had always been interested in social 
science and political economy9 and was reading Herbert Spen 
eer's The Study of SocioioQy, This series of essays gave 
him the lead he needed9 to “bring into shape the crude no
tions which had been floating In my head for five or six 
'years9 especially.since the Oxford d a y s * T h e  interest 
Ira Spencer probably gave him an added desire to leave his 
ministry* Summer stated very clearly what he desired to do

51 * Willi am Sraham Sumner to Bev* E= R* Beadle, quoted from Starr9 Sumner * 6 6 *
52* “The Responsibility of the Individual for Public Opinion,“ .Sermon delivered at iorristowrag Eew Jersey, November 24, 187#° ' Quoted fra-Starr, Summer* 143*

- §3° “Sketch*- Ghallenoe* 9=
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“The preaeherg11 he safd9 “mist be a student^ that Is9 
a mam ©f read'!»§„• tb@aght9 reflect!©#* eleqaemee. The 
paster mast be a mam ©f sec!a I f mstimetSp of gem1 a I d!spo= 
sit!©#* of ©lat^of^door t a s t e s S t a m m e r  was a preacher 
amd a stmdemtg he was a mam who wamted t© retire* think 
amd reflect* I# contrast to Ely9 he wamted to stay out of 
the thick of society* Ely attended labor meetings, trav
eled* amd investigated the problems he was considering*
This “walking abroad<, “ Sumner thought, was attthe expense .. . . u' . 
of the mind with “thought and learning, or reflecting,
digesting amd a d a p t ! m g * S u m n e r  did mot want to play
the dual role of preacher and pastor; in fact he thought it
impossible* When Yale set up a chair of political economy
and political science and offered it to Sumner, he jumped
at the chance*

At Yale, however, Summer only had a job* Be de
termined to make that job a vocation* Be wanted to bring 
to fruition those Ideas he had floating in his mind, aid
be thought that at Yale he would have that opportunity by

... ‘ '• ;

way of using Spencer* Spencer, Sumner wrote, presented 
history “as a social evolution In which no factor Is con
temptible, because the social outcome of a nation's, life’

53° ^Farewell discourse, Sermon delivered at ' Morristown, September 8, !872* Quoted in Starr,' Sumner, 830* " ■
■ 56= Starr, Summer*- 13©*
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is a resel l taint @f a vast mamber ©f forces, each' of wfoi eb 
meist be estimated for. what it was im its day* met for 
what It wow Id. be r ©Wqs. l©ah Porter? the president of . 
Yale? thought Spesnoer's work detrimental to the morals ©f
wradergraduates g because of the "freedom and tmfai rness• ■ ■ •with which it attacks every Thefstlc Philosophy of societyggand of history - oo o o". This the. stage was set for a battle 
between the "modern" evolutionists and those of the orth©«= 
dose school o Swimmer was mot about to give wp the method©l.” 
ogy he thought so important to the search for truth. It was 
not simply a matter of using or mot using a textbook? nor 
was it just a ease of academic freedom. It was? In fact? 
a challenge to his vocation which he was seeking to develop. 
Be had not found his vocation at Gottingen? Oxford? or 
iorristowni at Yale' he was. striving to create It for him® 
seifo. Bis. attack on theological, orthodoxy was at ©nee 
personal? that is a defense of his own ideas?and at the same 
time an attack on the organized tradition. To a lesser ex® 
tent It was a defense of academic, freedom. Sumner had the
-"conviction that sociology was about to do for the social ,

» ' " ;sciences what scientific method has done for natural and

57® Summer*© review of Spencer8s iescriptlve'' Soefo1ogy. The Independent. 26? (lay 1874)? quoted In Starr o S u m n ' ■ . .
58. Letter from Moah Porter to William.Graham Summer dated December 6? 1879® Quoted from Tbl#... 546=347® ■
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physical science, viz,a fescee them from arbitrary
dogmatism and confusion,^59 f^atever the outcome, Sumner

>refused to -"submit to interference** in his work, le won 
his case and thereby changed the academic climate at Yale, 

At Yale Sumner had a platform from which to carry . 
his message, He engrossed himself in the extensive study 
of society and the waging of a campaign for what hetthought 
was needed to save society from self-destruction, Sumner 
did this by becoming involved in the same dilemma as Ely—  
the problem of man’s relationship to his society and the 
retention of the individual freedom in a.society growing 
more crowded and more complex. By using the frontier hypo
thesis for an explanation of social circumstances and 
drawing lessons from what he saw, Sumner thought this 
could be accomplished. As early as 1873 Sumner gave a
clear statement of the hypothesis s "So long as the pop-

. . . ' ■ -elation is low in proportion to the amount of land, on a
given stage of arts, life.is easy and competition of man
with mam is weak," In such a case "society will be

60 ■ • •democratic. In observing society from his detached

59, Sumner considered Spencer’s Study of Sociology a "faulty textbook," but it was one which would serve. Letter.from Sumner to the Corporation dated New Haven,June, 1881, Quoted from. Starr, Sumner, 346-347,.
So, Sumner, "Socialism," Three unpublished manuscripts written between 1873.and 1800, Albert Galloway Keller suggested that these were preliminary sketches
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position, Summer maintained that freedom, liberty, and

■ V.
democracy could be evaluated for what they were worth and 
conclusions could be drawn on what course society would 
takeo In knowing what course society would take, man could 
determine what he should do. To interfere, however, with 
the ‘’natural’* course of society by tariff, government pen~ 
sioms, or speculative legislation was, in. the long run, 
suicide. To perpetuate those qualities of American society 
which he thought valuable, he attacked virtually every form 
of government interference as inimical to individualistic 
freedom. Later, Sumner made an extensive anthropological 
study of society itself. Summer caught himself in a com
plex problem, for he suggested that through historical 
study an evaluation of social problems could be made. Then, 
if individuals sat back and observed their own society, 
they could apply the insights gained by historical study.

to the essay he. entitled ’’The Challenge of Facts.* The ChalIenge of Facts and Other Essays. 22-23. The occurrence of this theme, in Sumner^T^essays is the rule rather than the exception. For a few, "Politics in America, I776-I87 6,” North American Review. 122 (January 1876), 52-53? ’’Democracy and Responsible Government,” Providence Evening .Press. June 21, 1877? from Chal I enge. ,2W^2b9t Andrew Jackson (New York? Houghton Siffiin, 1882), 4-1.1 ? ^Earth Hunger"or the Philosophy of Land Crabbing,” written in I896 and first published In the Ya1e Review. 
n.So, 3 (October 1913)s 10-14. Reprinted in Earth Hunger and Other Essays (New,Haven? Yale University Press,719137?
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Here was the ereix of the problem. How to apply the 
knowledge acquired? In Simmer8s deterministic America 
there was little ©tie com Id do in the way of controlling bis 
own soeial position or even his destiny. And the movement 
of society was impossible to direct. Yet Sumner had great 
faith In the imdlvidial and his enterprises given the right 
conditions, and at the same time he dreaded what society 
might do if it did attempt eonseioisIy to direct itself.
The very fact that Simmer dreaded what society might do-== 
and this was the reason he feared democracy="=>was a concession 
that he -re I actant I y made-# for by this he admitted that s©» 
ciety com Id direct Itself even to perdition.

Bit Simmers the economists was an eve Iit!©nist9 who 
firmly believed in the objective stidy of faetSg at least 
in*so far as his objectivity carried him. eramtedg as he 
wrote in IS8 9 9 that aall his Ideas in political economy 
were formed In his j©ithsM he still did Investigate In every

v > +possible direction; and9 as he dee Iared9 he did not hesl =
6 1tate to correct his own errors. As he became more and 

more involved in the stidy of society and investigated its 
anthropological roots, his America was changing radically.
The frontier had closed* cities were growing at a phenom
enal rates and coneomitait social problems of great magof-,. 
tide arose. By Simmer8s own definitj©nsdemocracy was also 
coming to an end;. He began to have second thoights aboit

6 1 o "Sketchs/* Ghai lenqe0 II.
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fctf8 defease ©f imdividua If sm g and the virtue ©f personal 
smeeess whi©to went with ito In am overpopulated Amerfeag 
wfth free .1ndf vlduaI and corporate enterprises Sumner per« 
eeired'.the abuses possible* To the pessimist and man of 
little hopes, Summer then fell back on hope as the only re= 
course*' "The antagonisms^ he wroteg "between a virtue 
.policy and a success policy is a constant ethical problem*" 
Then9 in a most wm-Bummeriam manner? Summer came up with a 
truisms". "In so far as they £the mores/ reach correct re= 
suits the virtue policy proves to be tom Iy success policy*"
After this there was a general change in Summer's language*■ ; ) "He did not concern himself so much with the definition of

\individual ism and controIIing democracy* For both Sumner 
and Ely the frontier hypothesis served to put America In am 
historical context# but it also provided a rationale for 
their place in American- society and for their place in his= 
tori cal development generally*

62* FoI kways : . A Study of the Sdeid logi cal Impof tanee ©f Usages ̂ Manners * Customs 0 Mores" arid Mora i s TIosfoiT Gihn^^ngOT)? 539* ' " ■ •••'



eHAPTES III
ElISTSiy ABB ITS SIGNIFICANCE

In his presidential address t© the American
historical Association in I9l0p Termer maintained that
’’each age studies Tts. history anew .o = each investigator
and wri ter is inflaenced by the times in which he I i vesalf\ . - . » 'He continued that -continuity and meaning are fern is he'd
t.00 by side eddies/ vexatious distractions" to the eoerse

- - . ■ ' • ; • 'of the historian's "literary craft as it navigated the
stream of historical tendency<, And yet9 by the revelation 
of the presents what seemed to be side eddies have not s e !«=- 
dom proven to be the concealed entrances to the main emr= 
rent0 11 Turner worked in the eddies, studying past events
which he thought molded contemporary society, the main 
currento And he believed himself to be on the crest of 
history, knowing that the ^transformations through which 
the United States is passing in our own day are so profound 
so far-reaching, that it is hardly an exaggeration to say 
that we are witnessing the birth of a new nation in America
------..... ... , :

I o turner,, ‘’Social Forces in A m e r i c a , 226<,



Like Twriters, Ely and Swtiner tbowgMt themselves 
to be in the current of history, in an age when momentous 
events made their history unique* Both used the stream 
metaphor which Turner used* Ely wrote that ‘’the world may 
be conceived of as a life stream* If we are going to ac=> 
comp Iish what we desire, we must,get into this stream and

-zmake ourselves effective in directing It*’1 Sumner,, who 
opposed Ely’s view, believed that man was “ like the ship 
on the current,,J. and that the best man coul d do was to 
discover the direction in which he was going* To: Sumner,
the stream was symbolic of the course of nature itself,

. •' ' % '

and man was so insignificant that any action taken was but 
.. 4a stop-gap measure* Damming the river in this place and 

altering it in that, as Ely would have man do, only con
trolled the fury of the stream until it broke through 
the attempted alterations in double force, flooding and 
destroying* ’

Carrying the analogy of the stream further, society 
became the current with mores giving cohesiveness to those 
comprising it* To both Sumner and Ely the river banks were 
equivalent to natural circumstances or natural phenomena, 
and they confined society to already established actions

3* Ely, Ground inder Cur Feet* 185°
4* Sumner, “Social far in Democracy*“ The Independent* 41 (April 1889), from SeI acted Essays *..



amd esstomso If the hanks broke d@wm==that Is.,' If there 
•was. a place for society to extend to=”the Indlw.ldeials of 
the society spilled oat ©nt© vacant lands. Every Individ- 
®al was no longer la the stream, racing or raging where the 
banks directed, no matter the destination. Some, moved oat 
into the new land, as had Sumner"s father, Thas individuals 
of ©Id World societies dispersed over the American plains.
It was like the Mississippi suddenly flooding its vast 
basin. Both Ely and Bwmmer believed that the movement tore 
down the walls, the barriers, the banks or the traditions 
which contained society. Prior to the movement. Western 
European man was constrained. With the movement, the percep
tive man recognized a chance for more freedom for his society 
in the present = He also began conceiving of himself as being 
part of the mainstream of history, a concept which Ely and 
iaraner believed to be aiigiae. In other words, the new con
cept opened the book of history for all to read. Ta m e r  at 
the end of the westward movement, aptly articulated this 
motion when he wrote that "The OnI ted States lies like a hage 
page in the history of society. Line by line, as we read this 
continental page from west to east, we find the record of 
'social evolution.. It begins with the frontier,.5® Both Ely 
and Samner believed themselves in hlstory^s stream, and

5“ farmer, "Significance of History," Frontier, II,
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each one applied the ^stream" concept to his understanding 
of history* It gave each a rationale for his place in the 
context of hi story*

But if both held to this rationale, their histori
cal context held the seeds of dissolution and despair *
Sumner foresaw that the American plains would soon.be fully
populated; lly foresaw the same event and hoped to forestall

S'it by government action * The more people came in, the more 
the plains took on the qualities of a harrow river. This 
was to both Ely and Sumner a physical Iy measurable phenom
enon, To Turner ft was much the same thing. In quoting the 
Census Report of 1890s "Up to and including 1890 the country 
had a frontier of settlement, but at present the unsettled 
area has been so broken into isolated bodies of settlement 
that there can hardly be said to be a frontier line,”^
Turner called attention to the physical barrier which had been 
reached, He was noting, In effect, that the course of his
tory was to change again, as ft had changed markedly follow
ing the discovery of this vast continent. An embankment 
was forming. Society had had a recognizable development in 
past time and would have a course in future time which could 
be allowed for, Ely.went so far as to believe it could be

6, . See David i. Potter, People of Plenty, 92-95, for 
a comment on American abundance forestalling democracy's end, 7

7, Turner, "Significance of History," Frontier, 1,
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part! ally eemt.r©! I edv Swimmer bad a f©reb©dimg ®f imf©r= •
twmate ewemtsP bwt he werked aesidweisly to preserve a way
ef life he deemed right and free,- hweyer fatile he believed
his ©wm efforts0 Ely amd Sommer saw their task Im teoldlmg
aeefety s© that fetare evemts waaId fee more meamlmgfol for
mamklhdo Though their theories had a commom ground Im the
same history, their courses were different*

Summer attributed to his ewm generation the reoogmi=
tie# of effects of the dlseofery of America amd the eomse=
qwemt ehamges taking place Im the Sid World* Characteristic
of those ehamges was the downfall @f aristocracy amd the rise
of democracy, the lowering of rents and the rise of peasant 

8proprietors* Though in the Middle Ages the Church controlled 
society and retained the power of ruling for Its own benefit, 
the Church had. Summer thought, little effect on the sltua- 
tion In comparison with economic elreumstamee» In cornse=> 
guenee of the urgent need for mem and their labor, the middle 
classes rose, demanding what they wanted amd graduallygattaining increasing independence from the Church* Inde= 
pendent action brought Independent thiikingo The demand for 
goods was a strong impetus to the corollary of “thought and 
teaching,“ for scientific study flourished, and this

So Summer, “Social War, “ 131 <,
9o Summer, “Earth H u n g e r Earth Hunger, 38o



as guested the I idgstrf a ! and eedmemf e r.ewelittoas wfeiieh
i®. tBirm eassed rewolatioms. Ib every ether activity ef mam==

■ i©re!1gi@#g ethics, amd pel I ties , Smimmer feand this deve8 = 
opmeat reflected his owm feinetiem 1m the stwdy ef the 
sciemce ef society amd political ee@memy« He saw himself 
as a seiemtist devoted to Iearmimg aboat realities, im com= 
trast t© the scholars of the Middle Ages im their steidy of
saerameats, adorattea amd other worlds, aims which Sommer

it ■ •considered tmseiemtffie» His conviction that he was "a
, *chip on the ©orremt** in the stream, paralleled his conviction 

that contemporary mankind lived in a tin!que period, for the 
same reasono i?s stidy of history was broight about by his 
awareness' of what seemed to be a repetitive course In his
tory, a repetition caeised by ehamges itiMhe man-land rat I o «
An mfavorabIe ratio resulted in unfavorable changes0 It had 
happened in other ages* He feared it was happening in his 
own dayo

Though less concise, Ely recognized the imvigora- 
tlon given to historical study by the opening of new lands* 
But whereas to Sumner the discovery of America, and more 
generally the existence of vacant lands, served as the means 
to break down medieval traditions and social barriers, I

I © =, Sumner, "Earth Hunger,B Earth Hunger * 42.
* . ■ • ' •' - I I <i Summer, "The Scientific Attitude of Mind, " An address given to initiates of the Sigma Xi society on Match 4, lf©5. Published in Earth Hunger. 18.
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thereby emeeuragfmg ©bjeetf te his ter leal stWy, to Ely,
like TermerP the dfseefery,amd sebseqeemt develepmemt
served as a hege page ©f historyo Ely dI rested stedemts
of society to literally go ©at and t.eek, to see history Im
the maklmg ia the field, as well as .fa past events» The
society was a historical laboratory ia aetaalfty» and if a
stwdemt wotald know what the development of social man and
his institutions was like* then he mnst study his eontem=

12porary society as well as history. From such a sttidy one 
determined the most adequate approach to stimulate reform 
and guarantee man's progress. In other wordss, man had 
the capability of getting in the stream and altering its 
course» This of course contradicted Sumnerp who ridiculed 
the idea of society as a laboratory. For him* am intensive 
study of history Itself provided adequate revelation for 
man = ie advised man not look on? but to look back to see 
where man had run afoul of nature's course. A knowledge of 
where society failed or succeeded could lead to conclusions 
of value.

12. Ely, .Introduction to PolItiear Ecomomy. (iew Yorkg ©haitauqua Presss I 18=119. : ■ ■ ■ ..
13° Sumner. ■ Protectionisms- The ==ism which Teaches that #aste lakes Wealth (lew Yorks H. Molt^TlBBs), 7. Alsos Lectures on the .Mistery of Protection in the inf ted States. - delivered before the International Free-trade- Alliance.(Mew Yorks Putnam's*,. J§77)» 7°
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So firm was Sumner about the necessity of evaluating 

all social phenomena from the Sumnerian equivalent of the 
frontier hypothesis? that he unhesitatingly promulgated the 
probable cause of the decline of Greece and Rome* In the 
fifth century before Christ, Greece fell In population and 
power from her remarkable golden age. The population of the 
Roman civilization fell and large areas of land went uncul
tivated in the Empire# The probable explanation for the 
fail of both Greece and Rome, said Sumner, was the ^laziness 
and general worthlessness of the p o p u l a t i o n - T h e i r  vacant 
lands offered a chance they failed to seize= Summer main
tained that by taking ’’wide sweeps of history*’, one saw the - - * -' - ”’.tides in the affairs of men.’ which are marked by these . ■ ' . .- ebbs and flows of the population against the areas of waste
I and o” . This lack of industry, this laziness, were addi
tional factors in history and in understanding the laws of 
nature* These were the variables in Sumraerian philosophy, a 
philosophy which at times neglected the variables but always 
rigidly adhered to the understanding that the ratio of popu
lation to land underlay all social change* Indeed, Sumner 
pointedly wrote that ’’History may be regarded as the ratio

- l4o Sumner, ’’EarthKRumger, ” Earth Hunger* 51 =
15= ibid * „ 37= in ’’What Emancipates,” The Independent, 42 (August 14, I89©)> Chal lenge of Facts* 137,.Sumner maintained that ’’especially when the interpretations are wide, and step over great periods of history in grand strides, is it safe to say that they are worthless, because it. Is impossible to verify them*”
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4 Z?of popolatfon to land," Thfs rather absolute course 

molded thought, altered social custom and blessed man with 
freedom or slavery, and what man had to say In the matter 
was nil* Though both Sumner and Ely spoke from the common 
ground of the effect of vacant lands, only Ely allowed that 
ideas of man had much to do with the making of history*

It was in keeping with Ely's optimistic attitude, 
that he believed man could direct the course of nature, and 
that the “history of ideas Is the history of man*M^  There-* 
fore, when Ely wrote of ©reek and Soman civilizations, he 
did not simply assess why they had risen and fallen* Rather 
he dealt with Plato's ideas on the correction of a problem- 
beset society by revolutionizing It into a communistic 
state, or ameliorating the ills of society by altering some

1 Oinstitutions of the existing society* To Aristotle, Ely 
paid one of his greatest compliments, that in some respects

T 6* Sumner, "Earth Hunger0" Earth Hunger„ 37*
■ 17." Ely, Studies In the Evolution of Industrial Society (Mew Yorks Macmi l lan, 19^Tr^3T^"WTy. did agree with Sumnerrs notion when he wrote in 1889 that “our economic life is in part governed by laws over which,we have little corttrol and to a still greater extent by physical laws which we cannot alter in the least, but which we can only use*" PoI itical Economy * 37°
18* Perhaps Sumner had more in common with Plat© than Ely* Sumner was concerned almost his whole life with the ways in which speculation led men astray* In his youth he wrote of the "enervating influences" of novels which
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"the most advanced political economy Is a rettarn to 
Aristotle," Ely believed this because Aristotle theiaght 
man was a political being by natoreg or better a "State 
being," and hence Aristotle, gave large fractions to the 
state, Ely, in common with Plato and Aristotle, believed 
that man cow Id deliberately change the Iife~stream of his
tory, Referring to Roman civilization, Ely stressed its 
legal system as an abradant soarce for valuable informs- 
tion on Roman economy. Except for the Roman legal system, 
Ely thought Roman society almost devoid of original ideas,
He inferred that slave labor and the excessive concentra
tion of wealth was the eaase of Rome's downfall, Reading 
between the lines, Ely was asserting that Rome might have 
sustained herself had she. .Bartered vital ideas and brought

19the best of those ideas to practical frwition.
Though they drew different conclusions, Ely and 

Summer were alike in affirming the need for the study of 
history; they were alike in coming to conclusions which 
they thought supported their assertions of what best bene
fited society. The difference was that Summer deemed it 
folly to think that man originated ideas and applied these

"swirled" the mind away from reality, Starr, Summer, 39» Latern he was concerned with adverse "speculative legislation,: Summer admitted, thereby, that man could be influenced and easily so. Summer cautioned to beware of the poetical and idealistic element, Plato had similar fears,
19o Ely, Introduction to Political Economy, 314-317*



t© redress social ills* For him", the opposite was the cases 
with the increase of popta $ at! on social ills and pressures, 
arose and spawned man’s i d e a s S e c t )  ideas, if they were- to' 
be used effectively for mails benefit, had to be verified by 
historical stwdyg the consequeice of not verifying was. trag
edy o If Somier saw his own generation as the first to know 
the consequences of the discovery of America, them this was 
the first generation in America to meed to verify its ideas 
historically0 This generation was the first to see the clos
ing of the. frontier® More importantly, his. was the first 
generation to experience on any great scale the dire eonse
quences of social ills from the industrial revolution*
Natural!y, then, when there was an abundance of land for a 
few people and the people were dispersed over the land, there 
were few social problems and little intellectual activity* 
America had a precedent* What had killed Greek society was 
sheer laziness* Greece had the land but did not use it, and 
to Sumner unused land was as devoid of value as no land at 
an.2® "

Because Ely thought that men could direct the stream 
of history, in much the same way that men had directed the 
activities of Fredonia, he interpreted more freely than 
Summer the significant events in history* For instance,
Ely reflected on the French devolution much as he had the

59

20* Summer clarified this in “Earth Hunger,® Earth Hunger* 31*



Greek and Soman aifiIIz4tI©nso i!s approach was a per
sona I Involvement In what he wrote<. In spite of hf.s most 
scholarly efforts at objectivity^ he bsrst out in moral
promowmcememtSg drawing moral lessons from this events and

- $ •transferring his cone Iasi ons to his ideas On reform.:-for
Amerlca0 Me thoeght that French society prior to the Sevo= 
lotion was ballt mpom the civilization of the Middle Ages9 
a society which did not adapt to the expansion of popa-la= 
tlon and weal the, Those in power were enabled to ase. this 
expansions, by means of existing institutions?- to grasp stil l 
greater power? and their abases resalted in fraud,' corrup
tion, and tyranny? According to Ely? the French Revelation
was a violent reaction to these conditions, sweeping them 

ti21"away forever?"
Samaer declared that the Revelation swept away

little and changed almost nothing, though ft did destroy
• 22 the goods that Frenchmen had slaved and saved for? For

Summer, the lessen of the devolution was clear? America,.
by the very fact that she had extensive land to be used,
had broken down the system of control of the many by the few

21o Ely, French and German Social!smfn Modern Times (Sew Yorks Harper, TBB3), 6^T0o
2 2 o Summer wrote of the "frightful waste of this .process-of evolution by war?". There was nothiag "grand or noble in any of these motives of war," or of revolution? "War," written In 1903° From Selected Essays0 326=322=
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rese 11 f ® g 11 parti cm I art zatl on ©f American society and • ...
In opportunity for the America# Individual to do with his
life ®hat fee wanted, iat Americas Simner maf#tafned, was
I# a precarious stage I# the last quarter of the #i#e=
teentfe een'tary, and if she eomtimwed im her coarse of social
^reforms81 disaster lay ahead. Whether to he submerged by
nature's coarse or to ride the crisis of the industrial
revelation ©at was the qaestl©# for America, The sense less
French apfeeaval served as a good lesson, Sernner-s cone Iasio#
was that no o#es not even the scientist and newer the phi I os-

2'5opherp coaid appreciably alter the mores of a given society. 
Taking place beeaise of the change of economic power9 the 
Seva Iat!on rocked the established conservative state, 
which had resisted interferences change in the mores or the 
state polity. The ensains leadership and the middle class 
rich endeavored to destroy the mores of the disposed ralers. 
The Directory and the Donsa late tried to replace the mores.
Bat their action and tyranny was in vain. The Inertia of 
the moress molded by the man-land ratio followed foelactably 
on, Samper8s analysis and advice revealed his own dilemma.
Allowing that Bthe passions which were set loose destroyed the

... . ,  . . • . ■ • -

2 3 , $,The mores are the folkways9 inelading the phi Iosophica1-and ethical general izations as to societal welfare which are saggested by them, and inherent in them, as they grow,B From Sdmnerp Folkways,



whole social order* swept away all the iestftitfens* amd 
even destroyed all the Inherited mores,® Sommer eomtradfe
ted himself im maimtainiEig l1the aaeiemt mores of seeial 
faith amd morality* of social we 11.living, or rellgiows doty 
amd family yfrtwe* are siahstamtial ly what they were before
the great exp!©siomow Since t@ replace the mores by "mew* : . ' . ' « ones rationally invented" was impossible* Summer reasoned
that the lessen for modern societies was obvious* Those
who actively supported social reforms in labor and industry*
he charged with advocating unscientific* a 'priori policies*
Invariably* these reformers in America were of the "pro-
1 OP* *gressive school " of economies * ^

Rarely mentioning any by name* Summer leveled his 
lance at the entire school * calling them gushers and shout- 
era* marked by boasting and rashness* Ely* a leader, in the 
progressive school* was equally vociferous in his charge that
those of the lafsser fafre school were unscientific and

'27 .a priori' in .their method* The accusation of a prior! was 

24* Sumner* Polkwayst 153»
2 5* Sumner* "Challenge*" Shallenee* 51? "iemoeracy and Responsible Government*" Address to the Phi Beta Kappa Society of Brown University* dune 20* 1877* Challenge* 244=245? "The Predicament of Sociological S t u d y * " cTFca 1900* first published in Challenge* 416* . .
26= Summer* "Scientific Attitude of Mlnd*" Earth Hinder* 26* * '

62

27* Ely* Introduction to Pol.iticaT Economy* 117-118: "Past and Present of PoI it!cal Economy*" 20-2 3 * 417
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like a jeistfEg eentest *m which eaeh school tried to pirn 
the othero The <pestio$i became9 or the one bamd9 wheel man 
called from bis mind some emirled idea to test in the Iffe- 
stream, had he deserted the stream for "’other worlds?”
Or9 ora the other harad9 when man applied a single law by Which 
to era I sate all events and d e f e 9 © pm e ra t s s. w a s he osfrag an 
a priofI concept? To Simraers the advocate of state inter
vention stood for a raora-system like the speculative philos
ophers of the Middle Ages= Supportirag the governmental 
stractart‘of their day, feudalism, these philosophers repre
sented the antithesis of freedom, Samraer thought. It was not
that he thought those philosophers spawned the feadaIfstie

' *system. Rather the feadal i.atle system with its cor©11 ary, 
the tyrannical church, sanctioned time and money for these 
philosophers to puli untried, unsound, and a priori systems 
from other worlds, justifying the established control.

This was an example to heed. Sumner saw this hap
pening again in his own day, though at times in reverse. 
Justified by the speculative economists, government endeavor 
to take over areas of society’s natural action, the mores. 
Government was then acting with a view to special interest 
groups, as medieval philosophers had acted in Church inter
est. Sumner applied this process to specific eases. Tariff 
protection favoring the special Interests of a few wealthy 
manufacturing or mining corporations. Irritated Sumner 
particularly. To him this was a most blatant use of
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speeElative tbinkfag t© Jestffy corrupt gevermmemt at

,28tbe .expense of df 11 §eat workers» The tariff advocates,, 
argeied that the tax indieed higher prodmctiom fm home mama=

J •faetmres and therefore raised wages <= CoMnterlng in more 
detail. Stammer noted that if a farmer sold his wheat for 
one dollar per busheI and purchased one yard of cotton 
with that dollar, them with a protective tariff of twenty 
per cent the farmer paid for the same yard one dollar and 
twenty cents« The mabif aeteirer won; the farmer I os to Early 
in his career, Stammer wrote A History of American Currency 
in which he advocated a fiscal policy based om hard car- 
remey as the best means to dfscewrage and eliminate speew=
I at f on, not only in the market bat also in the s pointings 
of economic philosophers. The identification of the 
a'priori\ of feudalism and of the speculative philosophers 
of the iiddle Ages, with the progressive economists and 
progressive government was very important» A pridri meant 
to him merely prior to the breakdown of medieval society 
through the availability of vacant lands. He summarized

28o In addition to Protectionisms The °°ism and Lectures on Protection. Summer wrote numerous articles, letters and lectures on tariff and protection. For example, letter to Sew York Times. 11 The Gain to the Country by Pro= teetiom,'* February 27, 1885| an Address at a dinner of the Committee on Tariff Reform of the Tariff Reform Club of Sew York, ^Proteetionism Twenty Years After,11 June 2, 1906 =
The Forgotten Man and ©ther Essays (Sew Haveng Yale 8niver= sity .Press, 19 lF), 131 = 138= _ ,

29. Summer, A History of American Currency (Sew Yorks H, Molt, 1874). .
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his tuEiderstandlmg Ira this way:
trader the raew eeraeeptfora of the state, of eottrse liberty mearas break!rag off the fetters arad trammels which the ^wisdom8 of the past forged, arad lafstez fafre or -let alorae,8 becomes a cardiraal maxim of statesmarashfp, because ft mearas, 8Cease the emptr~ leal process« Irastitwte the seleratffIe process»6 Let the state come back to raormal health arad actIv= ity, so that you can study ft, learn something abowt It from ara obseryatfora of Its phenomena, and then regulate yoir actfora fra regard to it by Intel- I f|erat knowI edgeo5©

iegardirag the “speealatlve economic philosophers,8' Cramner 
revealed another dilemma. Be wrote that "Every ©me of ms 
is a child of his age and cannot get ©at of it® He is in 
the stream and is swept along with ft® All his sciences and
philosophy come to him out of it®"^* Thinking that he eomld

. • • ;do little, pessimism plagraed Sumner®
In contrast to Smmner, Ely held that the state 

com Id exercise its power for man -s betterment® Ely labeled 
bis opposition "abs©Imtists of t h e o r y , w h o  asserted a

i . *
doctrine and maintained a belief in Its validity regardless 
of the cireamstanceso Ely argmed that political economy 
was a historical development which grew "oat of the condi
tions of time, place and nationality in vital connection with

30® Smmner, Protectionismg The — ism® 7®
3 1o Smmner, "The Absurd.Effort to Make the World Over," Formm, 17 (M a r c h ! 894), 102®
32® Ely? "Past and Present of Political Economy," 

6̂ ® * »
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the entire ©rgamfsm of am historical period •«,.«. aid mist
aserfbe the character of historical solutions t© Its con-

33 ' ' *elisions." Ely and Simmer’s attitudes toward Adam Smith . , . . - emphasized the difference between the two.
Simmer noted that the-declaration of Independence

was adopted In the same year that Adam Smith wrote his
iea 11 ft of fat Ions« The significance, of this was striking*
bit it was mot coincidental. There were* Simmer theight*
two revolts against the dogmatic mercantile system of poIit=
leal economy In 1776o Smith enunciated the frith of political
economy* and Simmer, thoight historical stidy proved this

"54troth. In simmary* the troth was laisser faire. - If man 
let this.troth be overwhelmed by the do-gooders and sentimen
talists of the progressives them an opportonify of egial 
scope woild never oceir again, lever again woild there be 
vacant lands as there had been. Simmer knew* however* by 
his own definition* that Smith’s argument in the feaTth of 
MatToms was a,res®It of those.circumstances which made up - 
his environment. This was the side of Simmer’s dilemma* 
which Ely picked ip and used to refute laisser faire. Ely 
ised one of his mentors * Knies* of the German progressive
school* to support his sides "When and where absolutism of

. ; - . - ■

ibheery::has acquired credit* it mist be regarded only as an

33. Ely* "Past and Present of Political Economy*"
* • - ♦

34. Sumner. "Lectures on Protection. I7»
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offspring of the time and as a definite period i# the

35historical development of political.economy»* Thns all
. ' •a priori motions, with the exception of a God, Ely east

aside am l ess they stood the test of external ©bservatl01 =
By this “test;" Ely meant the gathering of facts from the 
field, drawing a cone lets ion sand subjecting that in the 
arena of experience* Be was. Indeed, reasserting his belief 
in the stream of history which man moist get into and direct, 
and he thought himself on the very cutting edge of it, if 
for no other reason than his field of political economy had 
“not long left behind the period of infancyo11

As an economist, Ely recognized Adam Smith to have 
been an acute and perceptive mam who described his own 
society* , For Instance, Smith spoke of one growing rich by 
. employing several raaneifactarers, and he noted that custom 
fixed the prices in his society* Ely called attention, how
ever, to the fact that the- ,lman«fact^rersM of Smith's day

' ’ 37were, simply those who worked with their hands * By Ely's 
time one did not grow rich by employing several artisans 
to produce* Prices and wages, set by custom in Smith's 
time, were subject to collision and abuse by plutocrats in 
El y's generation* This was the very situation which, Sumner

35*- Ely, Ground inder ©ur Feetp 67=
3 6 * Ely, Introduetion to PoIitical Economy* 18* 
37* Ely* Evolution of Industrial Society* 18=19»
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was attempting to efreunwent by his Iaisser^fafre pro
posals*

Thus both Ely and Sumner strove to use history to 
strike at the roots of what they thought was wrong In their 
own society, and they accordingly used history to support 
what they conceived to be right* Both interpreted history 
In such a way to serve their respective systems* History 
meant just what they wanted It to mean*



THE HAR-fLARC RATIO AND DEMOCRACY

Both Ely and S m n e r  believed that a great proportion 
of land to few men made democracy a In the last qiarter of 
the nineteenth centory the population of the United States 
increased markedly,.the frontier closed, and the industrial 
revolution qolekly accelerated the ratio of people to I and, 
creating new problems and Intensifying old ones» In cense- 
qaeace of the changed man-land ratio, one side of the demo
cratic compound, individualism, was being threatened*

Turner noted,In ^Contributions of the West to Amer-
* ; " lean Democracy," that the problem of America was "not to

ereqte democracy, but to conserve democratic institutions 
and ideals *N The most distinctive fact that he attributed 
to the early American society was "the freedom of the indi
vidual to rise under conditions of social mobility*" The
ambition of this individuality was the "liberty and we 11-

I •being of the masses * 1 In this ambition was a dilemma which
plagued Turner, as well as Ely and Sumner* "To conserve 
' " . . democratic institutions and ideals" implied restraint, which

= . 'was antagonistic to one aspect of Turoeriam democracy,

1* Turner, "Contribution of the West," 94*

. CHAPTER IV
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mres.trfeted imobi I ftyt, But at tbe same time T a m e r  
wanted social conditions which, would permit individualism*
Individualism was hampered when the “frontier closed*' and

- * ' 'population became massive In relation to available land*
By redefining individual mobility in terms of the "we11 =

- - ’ *being of the masses9" Turner hoped to make "democracy" a 
functional base for society, even in densely populated 
areas * Eventually, however, Turner couId hot be content 
with individual mobility so defined; the cost to individ
ual tsm was too great* Instead, he disdained .powerful 
government, and at the same time, excessive individualism* 
Me relied merely on the "sense of fair play," which Amer-
leans had traditionally, to pull the nation through its
. 2 social difficulties*

Ely and Sumner were immediately concerned with the 
same problems as Turner * Both men believed that democracy 
was directly related to the ratio of population to land* 
There was a difference in their attitude toward the phenom
ena of democracy* Ely, like Turner, wanted to perpetuate 
this mode of life, and advocated polisive government action 
to enable individual mobility* But Sumner grappled with an 
insurmountable dilemma, at least as he faced it, for he 
desired to perpetuate indi vidua l ism and forego democracy *

2* Turner, "The West and American Ideals," 255*
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'Bemoeraey in a densely populated area cewld net exist,

■ ■ ■ .Sumner tMongbi, for Its nature was to legislate its own
end, primarily, beeaigse people In a democracy were lazy 

3and shiftless* Yet democracy was the concomitant of
individualism, and to sacrifice one was to give op the 

4other* Sommer, a harshly honest man even with himself, 
coo Id not sostaim each a conflict forever * In time he did 
change, as if responding to the force of the fluctuating 
man” land ratio* Thus he took a more pessimistic view, 
for he held fast to the idea that democracy was a conse
quence of a low man-s I and ratio* 11 When the earth is under- 
populated,** Summer wrote, "and there Is am economic demand.

' 4 *"* Cfor men, democracy Is inevitable.**-' Then Sumner cent in-
■ued where Ely and Turner refused to follow* He maintained

that this f*closingM spel led the end for democracy* His
■. * ■ ■ -comment, however, that the favorable balance of land to 

men could not last, paralleled T u r n e r e m p i r i c a l  observa
tion that the 189© census ‘’marks the closing of a great

„,6historic movement, the closing of the frontier*
'' * .

3* Summer, Andrew Jackson* 7*
4* Summer's “Bemoeraey and PIutocracy* ** The Independent* 40 (November • 15$ 1888) * From Serected•Essays* 210-214* "The Sonflict of Plutocracy and BemodracY* "The independent* 41 (January 10, 1889)» from Selected Essays* 215-219„

. 5» Sumner, F o 1kways* 173°
6* Turner, ‘’Significance of. the Frontier,“ from Fronti er* I * •
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Ely and Sraroer resp©@ded im different ways to this mew 1 
eaviremmeat, which called for mew teehaiques to cope with 
pressing social problems. Their proffered solutions were 
at omee corollaries of the frontier hypothesis and an effort 
to recaptere the past.

The epigrams, "Under 'Ail, .the 'Laad,® was f I lastra-• * 7tive of a common preoccupation of Ely and Sommer, Both
thought that an implacable fact of life was that man lived
on the earth, and that this determined meieh of What man
eon Id and won Id do, Ely declared that ‘‘there are certain
common features in all land policies and these are dee to
physical likenesses of hEmam beings and to the fundamental
characteristics that are common to them all. We all live
on the earth, we must all be clothed, and we all meed
shelter,7 8 Sumner was more emphatic in writing that “It• ■ •.is the ratio of population to land which determines what 
are the possibilities of human development or the limits 
of what man can attain in civilization,8 The contrast 
between the two was that Ely stressed the relationship

7, This citation is on the title page of Ely-s' .©at 11nes of Land Economies (Ann Arbor s Edwards Bros,, 1922), At'This fime Efy was diTeetor of the Institute for Research in Land Economies, .
8, Ibid,, 6,
9 o Summer, “Earth Hunger,8 Earth Hunger, 38,
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of men to men mores while Summer described man and his
relationship to the earth, stressing “natural forces“g
“To this floor of a deep ocean of air, mem, like animals 
* ' . and plants, are held down, there to be exposed to the play

toof changeless natural forces." ' Both Ely and Summer kept
within the framework of the frontier hypothesis, however,
divergest their outlook. In line with Turner's legislation
to sustain democracy, Ely wrote, with a faith in the action
of men, "Property involves Human control of things. Things * . ■ exist for the sake of human beings who use them. Things
without all are subservient to persons with will. This$ Imeans that persons control t h i n g s This did not go far 
enough for Ely and he concluded that "The essence of prep~ 
erty is in the relations among men arising out of their 
relations to ttringson Therefore, to Ely, man eogtd study 
his environment and control it. This position to Summer,

10. Sumner and Albert 8a I I©way Keller, The Science of Society (Four Volumes, Mew Haveng Yale, 1927), I, 3° Keller was a student of Summer's and for several, years before Sumner died a close companion. Keller edited Sumner's manuscripts and notes for publication-in this work.
I I. EI Vo ©utIime of Land Economres. 6= Ely amplified this in his work on Property and Gontract In Their delation to the Distribation of Wealth (two volumes, Mew York: Macmillan, 1914-j, I, 4, partieilarly in the chapter on "The Social Theory-of.Private Property: or, Private Property a Social Trust," 165= 19 9 °
12. Ibid.
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was mot only untenable, but also unsetentiffc0 “The life 
©f man," Sumner wrote, flte surrounded and limited by the 
equilibrium of the forces of nature, which man can never 
disturb, and within the bounds of which he must find his
c h a n c e s N a t u r e ,  he maintained, gave man to the earth,

* 14not the earth to man* Ely reversed the order. Both men 
traced the evolution of man from an earlier age, Ely more 
superficially than Sumner, Both attempted to go back to 
man’s original relationship with the earth. Their respect
ive approaches were typical of their thought pattern, for 
Ely concerned himself more with society in his own day and 
how it could be bettered, and Sumner concerned himself more 
with past society and the lessons he thought It contained.
In either case both men strove to understand what was best 
for the community.

The idea that all activity was for the good of the 
community rather than the self brought Ely and Sumner to 
the crux of the meaning of the man-land ratio. Though 
Sumner and Ely opposed each other on the meaning of ’’indi
vidualism,^ both thought that community welfare was of

, - ; 13 14
13, ’’Liberty and Responsibility,” The Independent, 41 (November 21, 1889), from Be Iected'' Essays,'
14, Summer, ’’The Boon of Nature” ; The Independent, 39 (October 27, 1887)#-from 8e I ected Essays, 10 7 T ° ° I ^ ”T h e ' Banquet of Life,” Summer made mueli the same statement,, The Independent, 39 (dune 23, 1887), Seiected Essays, 96,In /”lHat Emancipates,” The - In d e pe W e  n ̂ T%S^r%uqus t 14, 189©) Shallenge, 139, Sumner questioned new ideas produced mew ln«? s'tl'WtYons, Conditions caused the ideas and institutions.
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primary imp©rtanee« For Bwmmerp tbe iadiwidwal was mot 
a social or gregariobs animal <> Social iatereocir.se was 
only a meaas to facilitate survivalo la contrast to 
this, Ely maintained that mam was a social being. In either 
case they read the story of man’s dewelopmemt from a study 
of his relationship to the earth, All came from the earth 
and wonld retcirn to it. If one were to understand indi
vidual character and social relati©msp one had to go back 
to man’s root and follow forward on the vehicle of the man- 
land ratio* This was9 of cocirse9 an evolutionary, met a 
static approach,

Ely was characteristic of the nineteenth century
in his evolutionary explanation of social development. He
categorized the progress of society in five stages— the
hunting and fishing stage9 the pastoral stage9 the agri-

15cultural, trades and commerce and the industrial.
These stages were not ini ike those which Turner described 
in “The Significance of the Frontier in American History," 
Ely quoted Turner in his Evo(utiom of Imdustrial Society*
noting that "In our own ^Suited States/ history we have

* — 16 *an epitome, of the world’s experience in this respect,"
Earlier, when Turner was at Johns Hopkins for his doctorate,

15° Ely, Introduction to PoliticaI Economy* 42=54* 
5 6, Ely, Ev©iutfon■ of. Industrial: Society, 42, See
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Ely had taught him the stage theory of ecoaomfe.evolatfon» 
T o m e r  wrote that

social evolution begins with the Indian and the hunters it goes on to tell of the disintegration of savagery by the entrance of the trader? the pathfinder of cfvf Hzatfoa* We read the annals of the pastoral stage in ranch life; the expl"oft.a= tie# of the soil by the raising of anrotated crops of corn and wheat In sparsely settled farm»Ing communities; the intensive culture of the denser farm settlements; and finally? t he.mamufae?- taring organization with city and factory system»'*
“The American Wild Indian" represented the hunting 

stage for gly. This stage was characterized by “a condition 
of gluttony when the hunt is successful?“ but by suffering 
during the following week from lack of food* In this 
type of society it took an estimated 50?000 acres per per® 
son? while in the pastoral stage? men acted upon nature and

Ground Under QMr Feet, 179? to verify that Turner was Ely8s studemto 'See"Smftho Vfrqin Lamdn 293? on Turner6s learning of the stage theory* * *TimTtS' noted that “Fulmer Mood had demonstrated that Turner derived this technical expression from a treatise on economies by Francis A* Walker used as a text by one of his teachers at.Johns Hopkins? Richard T* Ely* in Walker6s analysis Turner found.warrant for his belief;that free land had operated as a safety valve for the East and even for Europe by offering every man an opportunity to acquire a farm and become an independent member of society»“ The Interest is to associate Turner with specific men who influenced him* Benson claims that the primary one was the Italian economist? Lorfa* See Benson? Turner and Bear'd« 17=34* It is not the task of this thesis to prove who Influenced Turner? but it might be mentioned that Turner cites Sumner In .his “Significance” essay*“Si on IfI canes *“ Ffbhtlef * 30 and 32= There is,no clearer articulation of the frontier hypothesis than Sumner8s*
17* Turner? “Significance?” Frontier? 11*



thereby gained partial 6@nt.re I . St 111» they were nomads 
and mere subject te the vicissitudes ef mature than later 
stages« An Important feature- of this stage was the com- 
men ownership of property» “The only right fa the land was
one of possessions the right of use as distinguished from

•ISthe right of p r o p e r t y E l y  thought that the society 
of loses$ time was the best example of the stage. In con
trast to modern Iaw9 Mosaic law had provided for a common
wealth which was free? prosperous, and happy, yet not hin
dered by pauperism or excessive wealths “and loses, viewed 
merely as a statesman, probably never stood so high in the 
estimation of scholars as he does today» Yet the Church 
passes over the Mosaic economic legislation as of no con
sequence or as of no binding force»11 The people of
Mosesc time had a good life, for their “leisurely and quiet 
mode of life?- led to am observation of nature and a con
templative and reflective existence*. They studied the 
heavens and wrote poetry» Cultivation of land supported 
denser population. But even at this agricultural level land 
belonged to the community, and frequently there was a

18, Ely, Introduction to Political EeduOmvo 46,
ifo Ely, Sermon ©eJivered at Fredonia. New York, to the Presbyterian Church, “Statement of Fundamental Prim- el pies Concluded,, “ Social Aspects, I4f = Ely used Mosaic Law In Property and Contract„ 181-182, as an example of social control o
20 o Ely, Introduction to Political EconomYo 45~47ff»
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esufract of property0 Ely credited the ho!Idtag of 
Eoropeam cities im the tenth aid eleventh centuries to the 
seise of eommanity arising In the pastoral stageo In con
trast to the trade and commerce, stage$ in which exchange of 
goods between nations obtained. In the agricultural stage 
most goods were consumed at home„ The industrial level 
came largely from the application of steam to industry=
While pleading for Mosaic law, Ely still maintained that In 
the industrial stage 11 The political freedom and nominal 
legal equality of all men— formerly regarded as a mere 
itopia— are now real izedo11̂  ̂ Summer, on the other hand, 
did not regard his society in relation to a Mmere Btopia,fl 
as though he were momentarily blinded to abuses taking 
place0 Summer accepted the evils as a social fact of life? 
They were simply unavoidable0 Be was blinded, however, to 
the potential of social abuses„

Sumner's explanation for the evolution of society 
was simple, yet in the long run quite sophisticated. The 
explanation grew with age and study. Summer constructed an 
equation around which he could explain most of the phenomena 
of society. "The most important limiting condition on the
status of human societies,*' Sumner wrote, "is the ratio of

* *
the number of their members to the amount of land at their

21. Ely, Introduction to Pblitical Eedndmvo 45-47ff=



disposalV* Im the same essay he emphasized this farther, 
by -sayla-g that the "widest and most controlling conditidn 
of oar states on earth is the ratio of oar members to the 
land at oar disposal*"2"* For 'Semner the phenomena of 
population growth in relation to land coaid almost be dia= 
gramme d 0 Given the variables of htman ingenatty, one cow Id 
then apply the diagram to any civilization and come to am 
understanding of its society» For example, if there were 
overpopulation in a given society there inevitably would 
be social abuses, such as "hideous crimes and monstrous 
superstitions*" There would also exist famine, disease, and 
pestilence* Men would be Impelled to selfishness simply to 
maintain themseIves. "The finer sentiments decline^ sel
fishness comes out again from the repression under which 
culture binds it; the social tie is loosened; all the dark
sufferings of which humanity is capable become familiar 24phenomena*" This was the equation of man to land func
tioning under the stress of overpopulation*

But allowing for the resulting unfortunate social 
circumstances of crime and disease, if a mass of land were 
discovered and free land made available for those suffering,

22* Summer, "Earth Hunger," Earth Hunger* 32»
23c Ibid** 33c
24= Sumner, "The Significance of the Demand for Men *" The Independent* 42 (October 16, 1890), Selected Essays* 127* '



there weald be a general release from ail the evils of 
oferpoptsilatloFij, as when Swimmer's father emigrated to 
Aaierieao There weald be a demand for mems instead of a 
struggle for a limited amowrat of foodo The straggle for 
exIatease wow Id be eased, instead of being red in tooth 
and el aw* This was the rea l meaning of the discovery of . 
America, It released the presswre on the; Ewropean eivi 1 = 
izations, "The discovery of America," Simmer wrote,
“opened immense tracts of new land to settlement and use 
by the crowded populations of Western Europe, The 
equivalent to land discovery was the lessening of popular 
tiom by war, famine, ®r disease* In either ease the 
equation became imbalanced on the land side. Simmer summar
ized the effect of the vast free land of America in 1876,

In a new country, however, with unlimited land, the substantial equality of the people in property, culture, and social position is Inevitable*. Political equality follows naturally, iemocracy is given in the circumstances of the case. The yeoman farmer is the prevailing type of the popuI ation,2®
Sumner did not think this result to be all good. The trouble 
he saw was that the mass of American people became deluded 
by their prosperity, for they believed ft to be a result 
of their democratic political system, Rather, Summer be
lieved, it was because of the richness of the country in

- V,
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25, Summer, “Consequences of Increased Land Power,“ The Independent, 43? (August 13? 18 9 1 ), from SeIected Essays„Also "Earth Hunger," Earth Hunger, 4©,. v ' ■ ■26, Sumner, “Politics in America,“177^-187#,“ 52,



natural resources» This e m vir©mmem t a I aature affected 
social» moral, and political etiiaraeteristics o

To understand democracy in its prime, Sumner thought 
it necessary to understand frontier society. On the fron
tier people were generally idle and thriftless. They drank 
and quarreled, and worse still, frontiersmen developed 
traits .of _*sq@atterism.* Thus, a group on the frontier,
independent of any political body, would ^create a stateH

v : ■ - - ” • ' -without regard to the Hhist©ricaS and legal authority over 
the territory in which they were.*:,; They acted much in 
the way Ely thought the Bolsheviks did. Whichever side 
of the equation Sumner looked on, he saw social abuses.
But in the frontier society he found desirable qualities. 
People who were formerly poor, suddenly found themselves
prosperous. "Such a state of things is of course eminently

. • :desirable,* Summer wrote = These people became self-reliant. 
Independent's, reckless, imprudent, brave and quick. They 
"scorned especially theory, or philosophy,and professed
exaggerated faith in the practical man," and "especially. * , - * ■ ‘ ‘ did this class despise arty historical or scientific doc
trines which came from the other side of the water.
Perhaps this dichotomy between the idle of the frontier 
and.: the self-reliant induced Summer to think that "no
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2 7 . Summer, Andrew Jackson. 9-10.
28. Summer, "The Administration of Andrew Jackson," Address delivered before the Kent Club of the Tale, Law SchooI=
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period eqaals in Interest the administration of Andrew 
Jackson

Ely also foesiid a strident sense of fndfyfdwalfsm 
in areas where there was a small population In proportion 
to available I and 0 Galling attention to America of the 
17908s 9 Ely commented that then there was no distinct 
laboring class nor were there any cities. With Seramer,i
Ely remarked that In early America the population was 
chiefly agricnItiral and work was done mainly for independ
ent farmers . There was9 In fact, little reason for labor
ini on organization for the Isolation and 8 unsteady char-

■1 »
.aster of his employment won Id have rendered It well-nigh 
impossible.8 Then Ely eontinied that the individual of 
that day coild treat with his Individual employer, and 
abundance of unoccupied land furnished him a frequent

30escape from a subordinate position. Ely also thought 
that the life in early America provided a secure exist
ence not known in the latter half of the nineteenth
centuryo 8We are obliged to acknowledge,8 Ely wrote, even . ■ • ■ * an absolute deterioration In large portions of civilized
society.8 When industries were conducted on a small scale •
and men were independent artisans and mechanics they could

29. Sumner,— The Administration of Andrew Jackson.8
30. Ely, The Labor Movement in America (New Yorks Macmillan, 1886), 36. This book was written In 1386, be-. fore El y had any contact with Lori a. See Senson. Turner and Beard. 17=20.



hold up their heads with pride in their work; "the black"
smith at the eoyntry crossroads and the fill age carpenter
might newer secere a fortune, bat it was their own faalt
if they did mot gain a modest existence0 Ely was a
progressive,- and he coaid not overtly admit to mere 'nos-
talgia for the paste "Traly," he said, "the golden age
lies before as and not back of aso" Bat he finished the
sentence with a revealing confession of the very nostalgia
he was denying* "Yet it was folly to deny that in leaving
the past we have lost some good things*" He tboaght that
the human race was "near perfectibility" at the end of the
eighteenth century, but then the French Revolution, and its
aftermath, and the "supposed tendencies of modern science,"

•32reversed the probability*
To a certain extent, at least, the nineteenth 

century student of society could study human characteris
tics from the earliest stage to modern development* BJpon 
examination, Ely concluded that man in the beginning was 
a social animal» Ely elaborated his position by maintain
ing that life was never strictly Isolated "because neither
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31 * Ely, "A Programme for Labor Reform*" Report. of the AE'A*. 940* •
32* Ely, "Social Progress; Questions of the Day," The Gosmopo l i tan * 31 ( lay |9©l'Jv 61 * •
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in history nor in aeeoimts of the essperienoes of contempor
ary travelers and explorers do we find hwmam beings living 
solely in and for themselves^8 Further, Ely thought that 
even the “beasts in the fields were not totally isolated 
for they helped each other obtain foodb“ Sumner, on

, ' Tthe other hand, thought that man in his earliest stages was
antagonistic toward his fellow man. This was true even in
the male-female relationship, Sumner thought, for there
was a fundamental antagonism between the two. The basic
unit of society was the individual, not the family, “The
sexes differ,8 Sumner wrote, “so much in structure and
function,and consequently in traits of feeling and char-

34aeter, that their interests are antagonistic,' For 
Summer then, the fundamental nature of the human being was 
competitive and antagonistic, ©mly man’’s self interest 
brought him into close relationship with his fellow man 
and induced one man to cooperate with another. The alter
native to “antagonistic cooperation8 was arbitrary inter- 
ference with one another, which caused failureo. But by 
cooperation men raised “their efforts against mature to a 
higher power,8

33° Ely, Introduction to Political Economy, 20,
34, Summer, FoIkwavs, 297°
35° Ibid,, 31« Also Summer, “Power and Progress,11 The Independent, 43 (January 15, 1891)5 from Selected 140-144,9
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For 8warner the proof of whether the advance, fti 

society was beneficial was whether it worked« Thtas by trial 
and f ai I tire man made social advances» Each idea or fact 
which had been tested over a long period of time and which 
worked was incorporated into the mores of the society* Sara- 
ner8s plea for a 1aisser faire system was based on the idea 
that the mores shorn Id be gi ven freedom to form* Interfer
ence with this free formation? he feared? was a transgres
sion on the matarai'process*. From the advance of society, 
with all its concomitant mores, Sumner thought he could de
duce certain ethical.values, such as the monogamous family, 
private property and Iaisser faire government * In contrast 
to Sumner, Ely thought that society must be expansive if it. 
Were to advance» That is, government as representative of 
the aggregate of people must take the lead and provide di
rection* Though Ely like Sumner tied the notion of morality 
to private property, he believed, unlike Sumner, that the 
government had to play a large, and positive role*. For his 
ideas on this question Ely drew from Lester Frank Ward, the 
American sociologist, as well as the German positivists, 
Conrad, Hayra and Kates, Spencer enabled Sumner to collect 
the thoughts which had been floating in his head for years^

Ward and Spencer provided Ely and Sumner with mean
ingful vehicles to interpret and apply the frontier

36* ‘’Sketch, “ Chal lehqe* 9-10°



h y p o t h e s i s S p e n c e r  posited that primitive society 
was originally a wb©m©geneotas mass of waitso" As society 
began to evolve a differentiation took place in eqeta I tty, 
creating Ineqpality» 8That men rise into the state of 
social aggregation only on condition that they lapse into 
relations of inequality in respect of power*8 Spencer 
maintained, "and are made to cooperate as a whole only by 
the agency of a strnotwre securing obedience, is none the 
less a face in science because it is a trite facto” In a 
living body and to Spencer the body was analogous to so^ 
cl a I structure the Inequality could be noted in the "non= 
nucleated portions of protoplasm that are the very lowest 
living things»8 These were paralleled "by those exceptions 
to the sociological truth, seen in the small incoherent"ZOassemblages formed by the very lowest types of men« '

*No doubt Sumner had this in mind when he wrote, "The pion= 
eers, so much lauded in song and story, were men who first 
broke the path into the. wilderness, but who derogated from 
the status of their race to do it »»o0 In their habits 
they were idle and thrift I ess, and almost always too fond

37° Ward and Sumner attended a banquet for Spencer November 11, 1882, on his departure from the Onited States0 Summer eulogized Spencer in a talk| Ward had a speech but was not invited to give it. Printed in Herbert Spencer on the Americans and the Americans on HerberT%pender°lNew 
Yorks Appleton, 1883), 36°”°”° •

380 Herbert Spencer, The Study of SoGiology (New York: Appleton, 1873), 52-55° ,oassim°
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ef strong drInkof Stmner tbws equated frontier

.primitivism amd Spencer?s ecmeept of a “foomogeneotas mass 
of waits."

In Spencer’s sociology progress from the homo
geneous mass was accomplished by increasing division of 
labor specialization and complexity. As the complexity 
increased to encompass all agencies of society— indus
trial, commercial and agricultural— there was a concomi
tant "coalescence" in the mind of man. Simultaneously, the

r • >' ■ , ‘ •physical-economic complex and the minds of men. reached a
4©state of "stasis," In this state there would be com-

* * i "plets freedom, for there would be no artificial control of 
mankind. All vmen would unconsciously know and accept 
their place? there would be perfect equilibrium. The great 
problem for man was to study bis society in order to ena
ble this natural evolution to take place unimpeded. Such 
an evolution required that man stand aside and let the 
fittest survive, Sumner thought of the problem of man in 
much the same way as Spencer, but Sumner always visual
ized a dynamic society, Sumner thought that "increasing

39° Sumner, Andrew Jackson, 7° Summer elaborated the same idea in ^%dvancTn^Soc i a I and Political ©rganization in the United States," first published in Oh a. I l e nqe, 297 , .
40= For Spencer’s illustration. Recent Discussions in Science, Philosophy and Morals (Mew YorkT*Appl eton, 1^71 ), 123, ~~~ — — —

39
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social power does not tend toward a final social condition 
in which rest and contentment »»* Rest and peace won Id 
mean, not quiet and unruffled enjoyment, but stagnation, 
routine, and decayo.*** ’

Ward, too, accepted much of the groundwork Spencer 
had I aide ,For Instance he thought that the advances of 
man up to his day had been dee to thevsyrvival of the fit® 
test and the concomitant motive of self” gaino ^There has 
been progress in civilization just as there has been pro
gress in organic life, because the highest and best has
be#h' selected and preserved, and the lowest and poorest 

4*2has perishedo8 The advances which had taken place were 
simply a result of natural ^election? man had little to 
do with it, neither by art nor by conscious direction.
But, Ward bade his readers not to delude themselves: this
kind of progress could not continue, for "It wiI I here
after be shown that this swarming planet will soon see 
the conditions of h^man advancement exhausted, and the
night of reaction and degeneracy ushered in, never to be .

4*5again succeeded by the daylight of progress.1*. The

4 1 o Sumner, "Power and Progress," 140*
42. Ward, Dynami c Sociol ogy or AppIied Socia I Science, as Based upon Statistical SocioIoqy and the Less Gompf ex Sciences' (Two Vo I umes ,■ lew York s App I e tonT” 1902}, I. 15. See Dorfmam. feblen. 65« ©orfraan stated that "Ward did not differ substantially from Spencer ...." This is simply an unnecessary oversimplification. They did, differ radically on their outlook to political economy.
43o Ward, Oynami® Socioioqyn 16.
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earth was simply becoming overpopeiiatedo As mam had 
seiemtff ieal ly developed c a t t I e h e  needed eugem 1 cs for 
himselfj and as the emflrommemt contributed to the evo=
I at!on of the hraan race 9 man also needed to control his 
surroundings^ There, was. Ward theaght, a correlation of 
the organism with the environment, each that by Darwinian 
evolotion organisms evolved to their maxima# extent 
qaicklyo If the environment were altered so that the 
correspondence between the organism.and the environment 
were raised markedly, allowing for eagemies, then pro
gress 1 could be made, . There remained only the question of 
"se I f-gai n o

lard thought the greatest environmental evil of 
his day was the “aggrandizement of the few intellectuals 
at the cost of the mass„“ The few could limit the so
cial control of the environment, and, consequently. Injure 
the chance of progress<, The only way to avoid this was 
to have the “intellectual forces tied to the moral 
forces

In an age when the available land was lessening 
rapidly, when the “planet11 was beginning to “swarm,“ the 
moral issue became: of prime importance both for Ely and

44 o Ward, Dynamic Soefo I ogVo 22<>
45o Ibid*. 21o
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Sooae.ro While less artieolate ©8 specific moral tssoes 
than Sommer, Ely stressed the general value ®f Christian 
morality* Ely thought the problem of how to be a tnae 
Christian in a complex industrial society was real= In 
contrast to the.simple, direct, belt friendly relations of 
a frontier environment, personal relations in am-indus
trial society were alienated and indifferent* Looking 
back, Ely thought the American situation provided for a 
renewal of true Christianity* For the first time since 
the Protestant Reformation, Christians were truly being 
called to fulfill their destiny by living the gGreat 
Commandment** of ’’Jove of God and neighbor” in all activi- 
ties* Thus, for Ely, economics and sociology were a 
means to encourage Christianity* The American Economic 
Association, which Ely predominated in founding, was not 
an organization to merely study the great law of Christ? 
ft was a Veal legitimate Christian Institution*”^  
‘‘Mature,” Ely thought, “has furnished sufficient means 
for the comfort of all, but unjust arrangements have

46* Ely, “The Simple Gospel of Christ,” Sermon first delivered at the Baptist minister*6 meeting,.Social Aspects * 28* Simon Mewcemb had written that ETy^'s intent I on behind the AEA was a “sort of church, requiring for admission to its full communion a renum^ elation of ancient errors, and an adhension to the supposed new. creed*” Mewcemb, review of Ely's Ah Introduc- tion to Po l!tteaI Economy and Cut Iines of Economics* in the Journal of Political Economy* 3 I8@5)* 10*See iawkins* Pioneer* 181*
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broiagfeit saefei a state ©f things to pass,that the I and of 
ten thousand acres is 8torttared on his sick coach by the 
agonies of repletion, whilst the laborer famished at his 
gate o8 In order that all might share in the benefi
cence of nature and live fall, healthy, and ©hrfstiam 
lives, Ely preached that Christianity was ^primarily 
concerned with this world,*8 and it was ,Jthe mission of 
Christianity to bring to pass here a kingdom of right-
eoasness and to re.seae from the evl I one and redeem a I I

48ocr social relations.^
Snmner did not differ from Ely aboat the secular

ization of religion* 88The removal,88 Somner declared in 
191©, "of the other world to a remoter place in human 
interest was a great change In religion* At its best
modern religion became a guide of life here, not a prep-

49aration for another life*88 Yet Sumner, like Ely, had 
to have some moral standard to give social order * In 
contrast to Ely’s beneficent nature. Summer based his 
ethics on the"miggardly hand" of nature from which "we

• * 50have to wrest the satisfactions for our needs *88

47* Ely, Labor Movement* 46*
48* Ely, "The Church and the for Id," Soclal

49* Sumner, "Religion and the Mores*", The American Journal of Sociology* 15 (March 191©), 5#8*
5©« Summer, "Challenge of Facts*" Challemqe* 25*



Satire offered moth I mg gratiftoislyg bit sbe did hold
what was esseitfal to mam. Therefore the struggle for
life was against matire* and f@" e.empetttf da with one’s
fellow man? when one man appropriated an article of nature,
whether ft was a tree, an aere of groind or loaf of bread,

51there was so much less for another* The exception to 
this straggle was where land was plentifil* Satire did 
not make it easier? matare was neatral, bit the straggle 
was lessened* Simmer iI lastrated this by the example of a 
’’man finding his way along a road, or throigh a wood, with 
no mortal within a mile* the way in which he swing his 
arms, or otherwise behaved himself, would be of no conse
quence to anyone bit himself*’1 But, on the other hand, 
if a man ’’were trying to force his way throigh a dense
crowd,” not only would he have to go much slower bit he

52would also have to be eautiois of others* Sumner 
thought, therefore, that man mist endeavor to increase 
the quality of goods to provide for sustenance, lessen 
disease, and cultivate virtues*

The vehicle for escape from crowded society was 
capital? the purpose was to acquire it, hold it, and use

51 o Sumner, ’’Land Monopoly,” The Independent* 40 (January 12, 1888), from Selected Essays * 185*
52* Sumner, ’’Land Monopoly,” 182*
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it o The Increase of the man-1 and ratio? on the I and 
side of the ter®? was the major st into I os for capital 
development* The only way that the "natality of the 
frontier days® coo Id ’’remain in proper adjustment to life-
conditions” was by increase in industrial arts? which

* 53was an equivalent to multiplication of land* There
was? Stimner thoight, a ’’constant tendency of population
to oatstrip the means of sobsistance” and this fact has* etA
’’produced all advance in civilization*” In a society 
hard pressed by overpopulation there would be striving 
to. create and produce? but only if there were the incen
tive to have the personal use of the product* Thus 
Sumner thought that man’s labor? his inventions? and
development of capital were efforts to get relief from 

55the struggle* In other words? man’s struggle was a 
personal effort to get away from the struggle* ’’The re
lation?” Summer wrote? ’’between each man’s needs and 
each man’s energy? or ’indi vidual ism?’‘istthe first fact
of human I ife*”^0 And Sumner sought the maximum release
.....' ' ' .. ........- « ... ■

53° Summer? Science of Society, I? 85°
54* Sumner? ’’Challenge?” Challenge* 25°
55° Sumner? “Liberty and Labor*” The Independent* 42 (iay 22? .189©)? from SeIected Essays* -67-68: "Liberty and .iachiheny? ” The - Ind e pen den t * '42(Jun e 12? 189©)? from SeIected Ess ays *.79-81 * „ . „
56° Sumner? ”Challenqe*” Challenqe* 17*
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of that energy by permitting energy8s free play against 
man’s personal meeds* These needs were intensified by 
rising population*

One of the few occasions on which Sumner praised 
Jeffersonian democracy9 or democracy at all, for that mat
ter, was in quoting from the Oongressi©naI Globet ’’The 
world is governed too much*’1 Since ’’democracy was atom
istic11 it gave a ’’hope for mankind” because it might prae- 
tice the ’’abnegation of power*” But Sumner did not long 
sustain this thought, for he believed that the major prob
lem of democracy was that it would legislate its own end* 
The ignorant majority could be swayed by big money inter-

frSeats, to the majority’s own detriment**5 If government, 
even in the name of the people, stepped in to legislate 
help for man, it only handicapped, for it lessened the 
individual release of energy to produce and to use capital= 
Democracy would, in fact interfere with capital production, 
or all that was good *

Capital became Sumner’s God— it was the good, it 
spawned virtuous men, and it brought progress, ”Xf men 
are not now in beastliness and utter want, it Is by vir
tue of labor and self-denial*” And Sumner maintained, 
that ’’Labor and self-denial have been embodied in useful

57 oIndependent* 224-225=
Sumner, ’’Separation of State and Market,11 The 41 (February * 4, 18 8 9 ) from S elec ted Essa ys *

58, Sumner, “Democracy and Plutocracy,“ 213*
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thimgs, that is capital.'* Summer, with his “Forgotten 
Ian11 im mind==the ©aleb Garth Ira his father— "preached that
Mfhe iiadBistria.l tirteies are iradfiistry9 frw&alfty, prudence* > ■ 'and temperance o'* These were the "on I y moral resources for

59
winriing sseeess.. i ® tbe battle of life*11

Like population increase, Stamner thought that 
family sentiment encouraged the same wirtwes through ac= 
gwiring capital» Sich sentiments "impose self-control and 
prudence" and made a mam a "virtwows, sound and valuable 
member of society." The final test of man's virtue was in 
his childrens Summer stood as a fine example. Children 
growing up in degradation was proof of lurking vice, and 
children growing up with vigorous mind and body was proof

60 ' ■ v- aof virtue. This gave a value of continuity to society, 
for

The sins of the fathers are visited upon the children, while, on the other hand, health, vigor, talent, genius, and skill are, so far as we can discover, the results of high physical vigor and wise early training.®

5 9 ° Sumner, "The Power and Bemeficemee of Capita I," Proceedings of the Sixth- Annual Convention of the Savings Banks Association of the State of New York, held in Mew York, May 10, 1699. from Selected Essays. 252.
60. Summer, "Challenge." Challenqe, 19* Also,"The Family and Property," The Independent9 40 (June 14 

and July 19, 1888), from Selected Essays. 206.
61. Summer, "Challenge,*1 Challenge... 19*
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Stunner's preseunptfon was that the one thing for which a 
man wotaid achieve was the syceess of his chi Idren. If one 
did notP then the children merited their parents8 reward* 
This held, of course, only where private property and 
monogamle marriage obtained, for only by these cotald per= 
soma I property be handed from generation to generation, 
and family pride maintained*

Living in democratic America intensified Stunner's 
dilemma* As individual ism was the concomitant of democracy. 
Summer in fact wanted to retain democracy* But as he 
thought the coarse of society was determined mostly by 
environmental circumstances-— that Is the man^land ratio—  
he knew his hope was.in vain*

Ely lived with a vanity, bat his was optimism* He 
was not as conscious of the vanity as Sumner* His faith 
in the ethical state was the manifestation of his optimism, 
and that state of mind collapsed for Ely when democratic 
America fought what had been democratic Germany* After 
this, for Ely, the spectre of communism arose, and again, 
America engaged in a battle for supremacy, albeit this 
time idealistic* Ely dropped most of his pretensions of 
reconciling individualism and the general welfare and 
asserted that "Democracy means this8 That right must 
make might**** Modern democracy means that right can 
control might— that might must be back of right*1’ America
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was right simply because she was right* This .was the
difference between “modern democracy and btopf an ism*> - * What Ely did, in effect, was to return to his youthful
doctrine of ^absolute truth*® le could not afford to
be skeptical*

62= Ely, "What Is Bolshevism," 5#l=
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. At the time Tisirmer articulated the freiatier 
hypothesis in IS939 America had already wmdergeme start=
I fag ehamgeso The fact was that the ipited States had . 
become industrialized to sach ara extent that p©st«Cf.vi.i 
far America contrasted markedly with ante-beI Ium America^
Bat another fact was that the frontier had net closed as 
T a m e r  thoaght it had; and farthermore, the frontier had
not contribated to the Biake=ap of the imdfyidaal and mation=

■ ■''. . . . .  • ■ 2a I character to the extent that T a m e r  thoaght it had« .
T a m e r ts and his contemporaries6 minds were limited .by 
their own experience, and that experience was steeped in a 
rural.,- if mot a frontier environment, The frontier hypo
thesis did serve them, however, as a rationale which ex
plained the radically changed society imrwhich they livedo 

Generally, they reflected on their yoathfa I so
ciety as **gopd.,tt and from the environment which molded

I o See Fred Ao Shannon, fiTh@ Homestead Act and the Labor Sarplas0w American Historical Review, 41 (July 1936), 637-651. : ' . .. . "' .
2o See George Pierson, HThe Frontier and Frontiersmen of T u m e r 8s Essays §. A Scrutiny of the Foundations of the Middle Western-'Tradition,..® Thd Pennsylvania Magazine of History and .Biography0 64 (Get©her 194©}, 4 6 1.»

eiAPTES V ,
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that society they abstracted virtues, Ely and Sumner* 
however they differed from each other in their notions, 
thought, like turner, that the virtues were corollaries 
of the frontier hypothesis. Since America was the place 
of the frontier, America was uniquely the place of virtues 
America was the Garden, All three of these intellectuals 
constantly reflected that the fiood,” whether it was 
called "individual ism,% "democracy," or "natural aris
tocracy," bad been generated within environmental condi
tions, They openly admitted that these environmental 
conditions had passed, yet they clung to the possibility 
of somehow retaining the virtues.

The fact that the frontier did nô i contribute to 
the individual aid national character what:they thought 
it had, meant that these intellectuals were living,in : 
part at least, a myth,^ And the fact that all three be
came disillusioned of their faith in man, confirmed the

i 1practical unworkabl1 tty of the myth.
With Sumner, the: disillusionment was. not quite 

so striking as with Ely and Turner, Summer thought that 
if society generally followed his advice, then it might 
be saved. To this extent at least he was hopeful,

3o it is interesting to note that Smith, Virgin Land, 292, maintained that "the hypothesis itself developed out of the myth of the.garden*" Ely, Summer and Turner, though they did not think it a myth, thought that the attributes of the Garden came from the hypothesis.



ie sapported9 indeed heralded* the infective man as the 
greatest contributor to society» Society was indebted to 
the creative man for the increase of material goods and 
services.o Yet Semner also decreed* almost by fiat* that 
man was a victim of societies* mores* however crashing 
to the creativity of the indiwtdaal those mores were» 
Farther, he held that the mores and their development were 
the only trie, historical force, bat he determined what 
were ■‘correct1* mores by his own parti cellar standard.
He allowed that the mores at times did lag behind eco
nomic development. Bat again he did not allow any means 
to avoid cultural lag beyond studying society and adapting 
oneself to society. Thus his dilemma intensified, for he 
stated flatly that the course of the mores could be little 
altered in any case> It appeared that he closed his eyes, 
and in doing so he gave tacit recognition of an existing 
cultural lag. He recognized the, Goulds and the Fiskes as 
criminals, but they were only products of human by .legist 
lation into natural laws. Beyond these few individual
abuses he did not venture, and he need not have for he

. -had the explanation within his studyi natural laws held 
for all times and all places. Sumner8s world was at best 
tragic yet idealized, and at worst it was absurd. It was 
a world in which one was to use all his power of will and 
body to maintain a good society, but one in which'it was
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impossible to sustain a good society by aoy asserted 
law* Mis d!si I liasfofimeat came after am extensive study 
of societies, both primitive and modern, and after the 
complexities and abases of capitalism Increased with the 
advent of the twentieth century» After this reappraisal 
he asserted the value of empirical: study and criticized 
the overvaluation of historical study, in contrast to 
his earlier views'. And after this re-evaluation he was 
prone to let mo'ral questions alone, for he considered 
the virtue policy the best policy, whatever that might

.4mean» ■
Ely's disillusionment was far more marked and 

traumatic than Sumner's, for Ely had had an almost vested 
Interest in his faith in man's goodness0 Ely hopefully 
believed that man would be good, given an ethical govern
ment to lead him* He did not conceive that the ethical 
state wou l d be anything but good.. Like Turner, El y sou I d 
not surrender his investment in exchange for values more 
flexible or standards more realistically relative to the 
nature of the human being. In his disillusionment Ely 
assumed, instead, a rigidity by which there could be no 
question of humanity's good. True, this."good" became 
particularly, if not peculiarly, American, but it was 
absolutes America was right because America was right. 4

4. Sumner. Folkways. 526-5 2 7, 53S=



If there was any gwestfem, Ely assiared himself that God 
was on Americans side*

Ely’s and Stammer’s disi I Iysionments were inter- 
esting in relation to Turner’s because of the tenacity 
with which Turner clung to his early articulation of the 
hypothesis* In 1914 Turner wain Iy hoped the American’s 
’’sense of fair p 1 ay” to sustain the ideals of democracy 
and individualism, and to pull America through its crisis 
With America Is entry into World War I in 1918, he recog
nized his vanity of 1914 by his confidence that the war 
was going to preserve democratic ideals» Turner had a
certain sense of relief that the war had come, for with

' 5 'war, there was new hope for Turner’s ideals» The 
frdntier democracy, events had proved, was not readily 
compatible with industrial society, and the war actually 
functioned as a temporary substitute for the frontier 
itself, solving problems in the same dramatic, near-magic 
way the frontier had solved problems for earlier genera
tions of Americans by generating ideals*

5° Turner, "Biddle Western Pioneer Democracy,” an address delivered >at the dedication of the buiI ding, of the State Historical Society of Minnesota,' lay II,1918* (Reprinted in Frontier* 358-359»
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